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MADE IN

WHO WE ARE:

ITALY

CWR was founded by Valter and Rino Corbani in 1968, and includes a team
of design, graphics, marketing, technicians who share a passion for developing and producing educational products.
Encouraged to listen to the needs of educators and teachers, our people
are tasked with taking the raw materials at their disposal – our operational
capability, finance, technology knowledge and customer context to shape
the best possible outcome from every project.

WHERE WE ARE:
WHAT WE OFFER:

CWR is based in Milano (ITALY) in a 30,000 sqm area.

• Top quality
• Quick delivery
• In-stock items
• Low MOQ
• OEM available

OUR BRANDS:

GO-GO
Playing vehicles in flexible, sturdy plastic material,
with strong axels and running wheels. Non-toxic,
hygienic, easy to wash.

®

NUVOLA
A soft world rich of shapes and colours where
children can live in total safety and freedom, with a
particular attention for psychomotor growth.

MILANO ARREDI
Furnishings, playhouses and toys for nurseries and
kindergartens, all made with top quality wood.

®

DECO
Creative materials and tools to meet the needs of
hobbyists,artists and kids who want to create and
decorate with their own hands.
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EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

®
MADE IN ITALY

COLORFUL
SAFE
STRONG
HYGIENIC
EASILY WASHABLE,
EVEN IN THE DISHWASHER!

SOFT, SAFE & DURABLE TOYS
The modern design of GO•GO® range of vehicles,
characterized by soft, rounded shapes, with no sharp
edges, is a guarantee for children safety. Vehicles are
made of sturdy, high quality plastic material, non-toxic,
phthalate-free, easily washable, for a long lifetime of
the product.

+

10

MONTHS

Wheels, permanently attached to the axle steel, are
made of soft rubber that makes the vehicles noiseless,
and avoids ruining or scratching furniture and floors.
Soft vehicles comply with European standards of safety of
toys (EN71), therefore they are also suitable for toddlers.

DESIGN
Careful studies in the design phase aims to give priority
to shape and functionality in order to stimulate imagination and fantasy of the child during the game.

4
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www.gogotoys.weebly.com

CARS

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

®

art. 09000
cars cm.10
4 pcs/set
assorted colours and models

www.cwr.it
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art. 09984

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

dump trucks cm.11
4 pcs/set
assorted colors

art. 09972
front loader cm.11
4 pcs/set
assorted colors

art. 09992
vehicle cm.11
2 pcs/set
(1 dump truck + 1 trailer)

art. 09986
vehicle cm.11
2 pcs/set
(1 front loader + 1 trailer)

6
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CONSTRUCTION
VEHICLES

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

®

art. 10320
vehicle cm.11
2 pcs/set
(1 dump truck + 1 front loader)
assorted colors

art. 10070
vehicle cm.11
4 pcs/set
(2 dump truck + 2 front loader)
assorted colors

www.cwr.it
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EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

TRAIN

art. 09996
locomotive cm.11
4 pcs/set
assorted colors

art. 09999
wagon cm.11 with lid
4 pcs/set
assorted colors

art. 09997
train cm.23
(1 locomotive + 1 wagon)
assorted colors

art. 09998
train cm.34
(1 locomotive + 2 wagons)
assorted colors

8
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®

art. 09050

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

boat cm.14
4 pcs/set
assorted colors

art. 09991
dinghy cm.14
4 pcs/set
assorted colors

BOATS
www.cwr.it
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EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

BUCKETS &
SCHOOL PACKS
10
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Bucket size:
®

ø cm.25x25 h

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

art. 09001
plastic bucket
+ 20 GO-GO cars
assorted colors and models

art. 09002
plastic bucket
+ 10 GO-GO cars
+ 10 GO-GO boats
assorted colors and models

art. 10116
plastic bucket
+ 20 GO-GO vehicles:
cars, trucks, front loaders, boats, dinghy

art. 10117

art. 11343

soft bucket
+ 40 GO-GO vehicles:
cars, trucks, front loaders, boats, dinghy

display/school pack
50 GO-GO cars
assorted models e colors

www.cwr.it
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EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

GIFT

BOXES

12
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EDUCATIONAL TOYS / GO-GO VEHICLES

®

CARS
Gift box

CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES
Gift box

TRAIN
Gift box

art. 10321
1 dump truck + 1 front loader
assorted colors

art. 10326

art. 10322

art. 10324

1 jeep + 1 pick up
assorted colors

1 dump + 1 trailer
assorted colors

1 locomotive + 1 wagon
assorted colors

art. 10327

art. 10323

art. 10325

1 suv + 1 sport car
assorted colors

1 front loader + 1 trailer
assorted colors

1 locomotive + 2 wagon
assorted colors

www.cwr.it
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JUMPING

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / COORDINATION

GAMES

14

art. 10334
the set includes 10 frogs, 10 crickets
(assorted colors) and 2 plastic trays
+

3

YEARS

22

PCS

art. 09375
crickets - 16 pieces/jar
assorted colours

art. 09376
the case contains 36 crickets
+ 4 rectangular trays
assorted colors

www.cwr.it

GEARS
GAME
art. J401
By combining the different colored sturdy plastic bricks, child
can build cute objects, and
learn to discriminate shapes
and colors.
+

3

YEARS

140
PCS

1X

INSTRUCTION BOOK
INCLUDED

Blue wheel’s size:
ø cm.8x3 h

www.cwr.it

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / COORDINATION

140 pcs/box assorted colors
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COLOURS
MEMORY GAME
art. 08428

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / COORDINATION

the case contains 20 large buttons
ø cm.6 assorted in 10 different colors
A brand new memory with colored buttons! Essential to develop the skills of discrimination and memory. Perfect to teach
children the name of colours and other important concepts
such as seriation.
+

3

YEARS

Buttons size:
ø cm.6

GIANT

PEGS
art. 09914
wooden pegboard cm.31x21
+ 25 maxi pegs assorted colours

art. 09957
Maxi pegs - 50 pcs/polybag assorted colours
Maxi pegs are very easy to hold and can be
inserted in the wooden pegboard to create
shapes and mosaics.
+

3

YEARS

16
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MANIPULATIVE

PEGS

This game stimulates creativity, developing manipulative skills and hand-eye coordination. Children
can use pegs on the wooden pegboard to create
beautiful mosaics and shapes, then they can use
coloured strings, threads, rubber bands to be put
between the pegs...

5

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / COORDINATION

+

YEARS

art. 09889
plastic pegs
70 pcs polybag assorted colours

art. 09887

art. 09888

birch pegboard cm.22x22x1,8 h
+ 70 pegs assorted colours

birch pegboard cm.36x36x1,8 h
+ 70 pegs assorted colours

www.cwr.it
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LACING

BEADS
art. 1117/V
maxi plastic beads ø cm.2,5
50 pcs/case assorted colors
+ 6 mt. coloured string

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / COORDINATION

art. 1117
maxi plastic beads ø cm.2,5
50 pcs/polybag - assorted colors
Colorful and durable, ideal for mathematical and
sequential games, fastenings, color recognition,
or to make cute bracelets, necklaces, etc.
+

3

YEARS

Beads size:
ø cm.2,5

LACING

BUTTONS
art. 1115/V
plastic buttons ø cm.6
48 pcs/case - assorted colors + 6 mt. coloured string

art. 1115/96
plastic buttons ø cm.6
96 pcs/polybag - assorted colors
Buttons Game is ideal for exercises of sequences, set
theory, discrimination, lacing and ties, and to develop
eyes-hand coordination.
+

3

YEARS

Buttons size:
ø cm.6

18
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MAGIC
LABYRINTH
art. 07920
the set contains: wooden support,
8 mazes cm.32x23 (two levels of difficulty),
8 magnetic bears and 8 handles to move the bears
+

3

YEARS

25

PCS

8X + 8X
MAZES

MAGNETIC

BEARS

+ 8X
MAGNETIC

HANDLES

+

1X
WOODEN

SUPPORT

art. 07919
spare set for item 07920
8 mazes cm.32x23 (two levels of difficulty),
8 magnetic bears and 8 handles to move the bears

ELS

8 DIFFERENT MOD

Single maze size:
cm.32x23

MAGNETIC
HANDLE
FOR MOVING
THE BEAR!

www.cwr.it

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / COORDINATION

An original game to encourage the development
of hand-eye coordination. Mazes are assorted
into two different levels of difficulty allowing the
child to associate the movement of his hand with
the chosen path, moving the magnetic teddy
bears within it.

19

TACTILE
LOTTO
art. 04730

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / SENSES

tactile lotto
The game is composed of a wooden board depicting 6
silhouettes of the left hand, each in a different material (cork,
rubber, grain ...), and 6 tiles, each of which is shown on the
right hand. The teacher hides a card in the envelope, where
you must put your hand in and touch the card, and describe
the characteristics. With the other hand touch the figures on
the board until you find the one that corresponds. Children
can simultaneously use both hands to compare the different
sensations perceived. It is like closing an electrical circuit.
+

3

13

YEARS

PCS

6X + 6X + 1X
TILES

PLASTIC

BAGS

WOODEN

BOARD

ES

DIFFERENT TEXTUR

Tiles size:

WOOD

cm.11,5x11,5

TACTILE
GAME
art. 10853
tactile game with wooden base cm.27x14
Various textures and surfaces encourage
children to explore and compare.
A funny way to help build tactile awareness
and matching skills.

+

3

YEARS

20
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9

PCS

ES

DIFFERENT TEXTUR

Discs size:
ø cm.6

TACTILE
MEMORY GAME
art. 08353
the case contains: 20 large discs ø cm.6
(10 different materials) + 2 bags

+

3

YEARS

22

PCS

20X +
BUTTONS

2X
PLASTIC

BAGS

ES

DIFFERENT TEXTUR

Discs size:
ø cm.6

SENSES
DOMINOES

WOOD

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / SENSES

Thanks to these discs, coated in different materials (cardboard,
rubber, cork, etc.), children will develop simultaneously tactile
skills, memory and discriminatory. The set also has a pouch in
which you can hide the buttons: the child must put his hand in
the bag, pull out a button and try to find another button like the
first one by simply touching those that are still in the bag.

art. 04747
senses dominoes
An excellent educational game to teach children about their five
senses. Includes 20 maxi tiles showing one of the senses and
an image related to another sense (ex. hearing/telephone ring).
The child must match each image with the corresponding sense.
+

3

YEARS

20
PCS

Tiles size:
cm.7,5x15,5

www.cwr.it
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PRE-WRITING
TACTILE

CLOUD

Cloud size:
cm.85x50x16 h

ES

DIFFERENT TEXTUR

art. 10311

EDUCATIONAL TOYS / SENSES

wooden cloud for pre-writing tactile activities

22

Pre Writing Tactile Cloud wall panel has
cut out paths to guide pre-writers, wooden
knobs through coloured tactile materials and
a mirror. Tactile Cloud helps kids developing
coordination, writing skills, and the senses of
touch/sight.
+

3

YEARS

WOOD

www.cwr.it

EXPERIMENTATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOGIC ACTIVITIES
LOGIC - MATHEMATICS
LOGIC - GEOMETRY
SCIENCES
LANGUAGE
OBSERVATION
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ANIMALS
DOMINOES

Tiles size:
cm.6x12

WOOD

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC ACTIVITIES

art. 04731
supplied in a wooden box
Includes 20 wooden pieces of
domino (cm.6x12 each) depicting
animals.
+

3

YEARS

PCS

SENSES

Tiles size:
cm.7,5x15,5

DOMINOES
art. 04747
senses dominoes

An excellent educational game to teach
children about their five senses. Includes
20 maxi tiles showing one of the senses
and an image related to another sense (ex.
hearing/phone ring). Children must match
each image with the corresponding sense.
+

3

YEARS

24

20
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20
PCS

WOOD

SHADOWS
DOMINOES

Tiles size:
cm.6x12

supplied in a wooden box
Includes 20 wooden pieces of domino (cm.6x12 each) depicting objects/
animals and their shadows.
+

3

YEARS

20

WOOD

PCS

OPPOSITES
DOMINOES

Tiles size:

WOOD

cm.7,5x15,5

art. 10376
Supplied in a wooden box
Includes 20 wooden pieces of
domino (cm.7,5x15,5), each
depicting two images.
+

3

YEARS

20
PCS

RELATIONS
DOMINOES

WOOD

Tiles size:
cm.6x12

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC ACTIVITIES

art. 04732

art. 04733
supplied in a wooden box
Includes 20 wooden pieces of
domino (cm.6x12), each depicting
two images.
+

3

YEARS

20
PCS

www.cwr.it
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DOMINOES
EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC ACTIVITIES

MINOES

POSITIONS DO

art. 10373
colors dominoes
Wooden board cm.27x27
Match images with
corresponding color!

3

YEARS

art. 10375
directions dominoes
Wooden board cm.27x27
Match images according to the object’s
direction: right, left, up, down
+

3

YEARS

art. 10374
positions dominoes
Wooden board cm.27x27
Match images according to
the object’s position: in front of,
behind, above, below.
+

3

YEARS

WOOD

26
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cm.27x27

DIRECTIONS DOMINOES

COLORS DOMINOES

+

Wooden board size:

FRUITS &
VEGETABLES

WOOD

art. 04728
fruits & vegetables lotto
playing board size: cm.11,5x12,5
tiles size: cm.5,5x5,5
This game is composed of 6
wooden playing boards and
24 tiles. Each tile depicts the
image of one fruit or vegetable.
Children must match the images on tile with corresponding
image on playing board.
+

3

YEARS

QUANTITIES

LOTTO

WOOD

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC ACTIVITIES

LOTTO

art. 04729
quantities lotto
playing board size: cm.11,5x12,5
tiles size: cm.5,5x5,5
This game is composed of 4 wooden playing boards and 24 tile.
Children must match the image on
tiles with corresponding image on
playing board.
+

3

YEARS

www.cwr.it
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BEFORE-AFTER

PUZZLE

Playing board size (3 pcs):
cm.9,5x24x5

art. 04699
before & after wooden puzzle

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC ACTIVITIES

Supplied in a wooden box, this self-correcting puzzle consists of 30 pieces that
children must match three to three, forming
10 playing boards. Each playing board depicts
a situation that changes over time (before-during-after) as a result of an action.
+

3

YEARS

30
PCS

LIGHTS AND
SHADOWS

cm.9,5x24x5

PUZZLE
art. 04698

lights & shadows wooden puzzle
Supplied in a wooden box, this self-correcting
puzzle consists of 30 pieces that children
must match three to three, forming 10 playing
boards. Each playing board depicts the same
image in 3 versions: colored, negative and
positive. 30 pieces puzzle
+

3

YEARS

30
PCS

TIME SEQUENCES

PUZZLE
art. 04697

time sequences wooden puzzle - 24 pieces
Supplied in a wooden box, this puzzle consists of 24 pieces that children must match
three to three, forming 8 playing boards.
Each playing board depicts a change that
happens as time passes.
+

3

YEARS

28

Playing board size (3 pcs):

www.cwr.it

24
PCS

Playing board size (3 pcs):
cm.12x17

NUMBERS

PUZZLE
art. 10377

Includes 16 wooden pieces. Each piece depicts
one number or its corresponding image in dots.
+

3

YEARS

16

PCS

COLOURS

PUZZLE

Puzzle piece size:
cm.5x5

WOOD

art. 06377
colours puzzle
wooden board cm.23x33

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC ACTIVITIES

numbers puzzle
wooden box cm.22x18

Includes one playing board and 24
maxi pieces. Each piece shows a
stain of color. Children must place
all the pieces on the playing board
by matching them together correctly.
Ideal for teaching composition of
secondary colors.
+

3

YEARS

24
PCS

www.cwr.it
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ABACUS
EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

Children learn the basics of arithmetic in an effective
and entertaining way, using the colored cylinders
to perform the first calculations. The fundamental
concepts that the abacus allows you to develop are:
1) numbers: learning numbers from one to ten;
2) colors: associate each color to a numeric value;
3) calculations: first perform arithmetic operations by
adding or subtracting the cylinders.

art. 1118
rod abacus cm15x19x35 h
The set includes: 1 base, 5 numbered rods,
100 coloured cylinders
+

3

YEARS

116

1

23

art. 1119

art. 1121

art. 1116

multibase abacus cm.15x19x18 h
The set includes: 1 base, 15 rods,
45 colored cylinders

scale abacus
The set includes: 2 bases,
10 scale rods, 60 colored cylinders

spare set of 30 cylinders
for abacus ø cm.2x1,5 h
assorted colors
For item no.1118, 1119, 1121, 1122

+

3

YEARS

30

PCS

www.cwr.it

61

PCS

1

23

+

3

YEARS

72

PCS

1

23

ABACUS
art. 07737
abacus set
Includes: 1 base, 20 rods,
45 colored cylinders

3

66
PCS

1

23

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

+

YEARS

art. 07908
spare cylinders for abacus art.07737
45 pcs/polybag - assorted colors

www.cwr.it
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ABACUS
art. 1125
multibase abacus cm.8x22x25 h
The set includes: 6 bases, rods, 50 beads
+

3

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

YEARS

120
PCS

art. 1117
Abacus beads ø mm.25
assorted colors
(for item no. 1125 abacus)

Bead size:
ø mm.25

ABACUS
art. 11665
“2 BIG” vertical wooden abacus
cm.18x12x34 h

art. 11666
“5 BIG” vertical wooden abacus
cm.18x26x34 h
+

3

YEARS

1

23

WOOD

EDUCATIONAL

GAME

32

1

23
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HORIZONTAL

ABACUS
the horizontal version of abacus
The set includes: 1 plastic board cm.33x42
with printed numbers and 55 coloured cylinders
+

3

YEARS

56
PCS

1

23

MATHS

GAME
art. 11401

wooden game cm.75x11x13h
base 20 with 10 white beads
and 10 red beads
Practise the basis of math with this bead game!
Ideal for teaching sums and subtractions.
Can be used on the table or fixed to walls.
The set includes a whiteboard with marker.
Example: the teacher writes a sum on the
whiteboard and asks children to show the two
addends with red and white beads.
+

5

YEARS

1

23
Wooden base size:
cm.75x11x13 h

WOOD

www.cwr.it

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

art. 1122

33

MATHS

BEAD STRING
EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

A really useful resource, ideal for developing
counting and number bond skills.
Practise the basis of math with this bead game!
Great for teaching sums and subtractions with 1
to 20 numbers.
+

3

YEARS

1

23

art. 11403
maths bead string for teachers
The plastic case contains: strings,
20 beads ø mm.25
20 beads ø mm.12

art. 11404
maths bead string
with 20 beads ø mm.12

art. 11878
maths bead string
with 20 beads ø mm.16

SORTING
TRAYS

art. 11849
Sorting tray ø cm.19
+ 60 beads ø mm.12

Ideal for developing counting
and sorting skills.

art. 09370
Set of 6 sorting trays
cm.24 x 13 x 1,5 h
assorted colors

34
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BEARS FAMILY
Different sizes and weight of the bears help children to learn the basic
notions of numbering, sorting, classification, discrimination of shapes,
colors and weights. The set includes a booklet showing some counting
bears activities.

- 1 dad (12 grs)
- 1 mum (8 grs)
- 4 kids (4 grs)

EXAMPLE

1

23

2 kids (4 grs) = 1 mum (8 grs)

cm.3,2

cm.2,5
4 GRS

8 GRS

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

3

YEARS

cm.3,7

+

Bears' weight:

3 kids (4 grs) = 1 dad (12 grs)

12 GRS

art. 09572
bears' family case
Includes 120 bears (assorted sizes, colors & weight)
6 sorting trays, booklet

art. 09371

art. 1145/96

pot of 42 bears (7 dad, 7 mum, 28 kids)

bears family case
Includes 96 bears (16 dad, 16 mum, 64 kids)
+ booklet

www.cwr.it
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SORTING

TUBES

A funny way to introduce color recognition
& basic mathematics concepts.
+

3

YEARS

1

23

EXAMPLE

2

+

4

=

6
Tube size:

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

ø cm.2,5x2,5 h

WOOD

art. 11366
set 32 coloured tubes

art. 11399
numeration’s board
wooden board (for 10 tubes)
cm.18x8x1,8 h + 10 tubes

art. 11398
wooden board (for 20 tubes)
cm.36x8x1,8 h + 20 tubes

BALANCE SCALE
Great for teaching the first notions of weight,
equivalences and comparisons.

art. 1148
balance scale cm.50x13
+ 24 bears (assorted sizes, colors & weight)
and booklet
+

3

YEARS

36
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25

PCS

1X

Bears scale size:
cm.50x13 h

EURO
PLAY MONEY
EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

A range of products ideal for teaching children to
recognize and use the various banknotes and coins.
All the pieces are faithful reproductions of originals.

art. 09907
“EURO coins and banknotes” poster cm.50x70

art. 05052

art. 09868

set of 144 assorted Euro banknotes
(specimen)

Euro set - bucket with 112 assorted plastic coins
and 96 assorted paper banknotes (specimen)

art. 05051

art. 05050

set of 148 assorted Euro coins made
of acrylic material

Euro holder set,
contains: 1 tray acrylic material with
8 compartments for coins and 7 compartments for notes,
144 banknotes, 148 plastic coins (specimen)

www.cwr.it
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COUNTING

RODS
EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

An entertaining tool for teaching important mathematical concepts such as
1) equivalences
2) numerical value/color associations;
3) early arithmetic

EXAMPLE
2 (red)

3 (green)

5 (yellow)

+

1

3

23

YEARS

art. 1131
counting rods 200 pcs/set
assorted in 10 colours and lenghts

art. 10222
"START" counting rods 200 pcs/set
assorted in 10 colours and lenghts

FRACTIONS

art. 1145
fractions cake ø cm.12,5
Round plastic base containing various circles fractionated
in different ways. Helps children understand the division
of integers.
+

3

YEARS

38

1

23

www.cwr.it

art. 03634
fractions board cm.24x27x1 h
The set consists of a plastic board and 51
colorful cards depicting different fractions.
+

3

YEARS

1

23

COUNTING

RODS'
TRACKS
+

3

YEARS

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - MATHEMATICS

Equipped with a compartment to position the
plastic rods. Recommended for primary &
secondary schools.

1

23

art. 1136
cm.100 (cm.10 highlighted)

art. 06966
cm.30

art. 06967
cm.30 “positive - negative”

art. 1137
metric system set
Plastic tube containing: 100 counting
rods + 1 ruler cm.100 with a compartment for counting rods

www.cwr.it
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ATTRIBUTE

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - GEOMETRY

LOGIC
BLOCKS
Attribute logic blocks are a traditional, but always valid
way of developing logic thinking and teaching children
to classify shapes, sizes, colours and thickness.
+

3

YEARS

art. 07734
case containing 48 pcs
4 geometric shapes
in 2 different sizes (small/medium)

art. 1102
case containing 60 pcs
5 geometric shapes
in 2 different sizes (small/medium)

art. 1104
60 pcs/polybag
5 geometric shapes
in 2 different sizes (small/medium)

art. 1105
60 pcs/box
5 geometric shapes
in 2 different sizes (small/medium)

40
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art. 1100

art. 1108

90 pcs/set - 5 geometric shapes in 3 different sizes
(small/medium/large)

90 pcs/set - 5 geometrical shapes in 3 different sizes
(small/medium/large) + magnetic strip for turning shapes
into magnets

TANGRAM
Tangram is an ancient game of Chinese origin
which has 7 pieces of which 2 are equal and 5
differ from each other. The game plan is to have in
all the pieces to form recognizable figures, such as
the examples in the instructions.

art. 07216
large tangram game 7 pcs/set
total size cm.18x18

art. 1144

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - GEOMETRY

MAGNETIC
SHAPES

tangram game (acrylic material) 28 pcs/set
total size cm.10x10

art. 07243
soft tangram game (in soft EVA foam) 7 pcs/set
total size cm.10x10
+

3

YEARS

Soft tangram
size:
art.07243
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GEOMETRIC SOLID
WORKSHEETS
Geometric shapes to build. Each worksheet
shows a geometric solid already punched and
creased, correlated by the corresponding geometric formulas.
+

3

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - GEOMETRY

YEARS

art. 1535
Pre-cut geometric solid worksheet
8 pcs/set - cm.25x35

TACTILE
BOX
Tactile box promotes development of children's vocabulary and
knowledge of geometric shapes.
Children can discover and describe the characteristics of geometric shapes and sort them by
shape, thickness and size.

+

3

YEARS

GREAT FOR
SORTING:
- SHAPE
- DIMENSIONS
- THICKNESS

art. 11607
tactile box cm.30x40 h
Includes assorted geometric
shapes, 3 bears, booklet

42
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WOOD

GEOBOARDS

art. 65/100

These plastic boards with pegs, allow children to create geometric
shapes or designs with the help of rubber bands, cords, etc.

rubber bands
assorted sizes

+

3

YEARS

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - GEOMETRY

PLASTIC
art. 09597
cm.15x15
squar shaped-pegs trasparent

art. 09598
cm.15x15
round shaped-pegs trasparent

DOUBLE FACE

art. 09599
cm.22x22
squar shaped-pegs trasparent

art. 1530
cm.22x22
squar shaped-pegs

DOUBLE FACE
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The most practical and concrete way to teach children
quite abstract and difficult concepts such as depth,
surface, three-dimensionality.
+

4

YEARS

art. 31
square meter
made of plastic material
to be assembled

art. 32

cm.100

cube meter
made of plastic material
to be assembled

art. 09182

cm.50

the set contains: 1 cube meter,
1/8 (cm.50x50x50), 1/64 (cm.25x25x25)

SPARE PARTS:
art. 09106
art. 09107
art. 09108
art. 09109
art. 09110
art. 09111

-

2 way junction
3 way junction

www.cwr.it

EASY TO
!
ASSEMBLE

4 way junction
5 way junction
junction
pin

art. 09106
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cm.25

EXPERIMENTATION / LOGIC - GEOMETRY

CUBE AND
SQUARE
METRES

PLASTIC

art. 09107

art. 09108

art. 09109

art. 09110

art. 09111

GRADUATED CONTAINERS
art. 08288
graduated cylinder 600 ml
Allows ease of measuring and
visualization of contents
Made of transparent plastic material.

art. 07709
rain gauge ø cm.9 x 22 h
graduated from 0,5 mm to 6 cm

art. 08288

art. 07709

TRANSPARENT
SELF-ADHESIVE SHEETS
Removable self-adhesive sheets
in transparent colors.
Ideal for stained glass effect windows, light boxes or any application where passage of light is
required. A great way to teach
color recognition.

art. 08921
colored transparent adhesive
sheets cm.21x29,7
6 sheets/polybag
(2 cyan, 2 red, 2 yellow)

CHROMATIC
DISCS

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

Allows to measure the amount of
atmospheric precipitation, in relation
to the speed of drops.
Made of transparent plastic material.

Semi-transparent colored discs to
introduce color recognition, primary
and secondary colors, mixing colors…

art. 12020
set 7 colored plastic discs ø cm.8
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CARDBOARD

TREE
This special tree doesn’t need any water, sunlight or dirt-just a little imagination...
A great way to demonstrate the changing seasons to children and for teaching the
concepts of temporal sequence, terminology relating to changes in nature depending on the climate and the basics of the cycle of life in nature. The big Seasons
Tree is made of carboard and can be easily sticked on walls. The packs includes 4
carboard sheets cm.35x50, which are shown on various items typical of each season: fruits, swallows, snowflakes, yellowing leaves. Children must cut these items
or draw, or create new ones (for snow, for example, you can use cotton) and place
or hang them on the Tree in order to create the different seasons.
+

3

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

YEARS

art. 05917
Seasons Tree cm.250x250 (assembled)
composed of: 10 cardboard pcs +
4 sheets decorative elements cm.35x50

Apple size:
cm.10x10
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250X250
WHEN ASSEMBLED
COMPOSED BY
10 CARDBOARD
PIECES

WOODEN

TREES

Each set includes:
4 cardboards with
decorative elements
tree!
to be placed on the

A great way to show the changing seasons to children and to
teach the concepts of timeline, terminology related to changes
in nature depending on the climate and basics of the cycle of life
in nature. The tree is available in two versions: a two-dimensional, to be attached to the wall, and a three-dimensional, composed of two interlocking structures, to be placed on the floor.
Both versions are made of sturdy wood chips and equipped
with holes for easy positioning of several decorative elements
that recall the four seasons.
+

3

art. 07515
3D Oak seasons tree cm.75x75x120 h - natural wood

art. 07519
Oak seasons tree cm.75x150 h - natural wood

The set includes:
es
30 round discs for pictur
al
.25x35 with season
4 cardboard sheets cm
ed
ach
att
be cut and
decorative themes to
decorations
30 wooden sticks to hang

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

YEARS

art. 12035
tree cm.67x130 h - varnished wood
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WOODEN

Each set includes:
sily attached and
12 Velcro discs to be ea
on smooth surfaces
detached to the tree
al
.25x35 with season
4 cardboard sheets cm to be cut and attached
decorative elements
cs
30 round photo frame dis
decorations
20 wooden sticks to hang

TREES

Wooden trees can be attached to walls, fences,
columns etc. Children can then decorate the
trees with their designs. Natural wood trees can
also be painted!
+

3

cm.75

cm.150

art. 09202

art. 09203

apple tree cm.75x75 h - cm.0,6 thick - natural wood

maple tree cm.75x150 h - cm.0,6 thick - natural wood

art. 09257

art. 09258

apple tree cm.75x75 h - cm.0,6 thick - varnished wood

maple tree cm.75x150 h - cm.0,6 thick - varnished wood

Each set includes:
10 felt shapes
es
30 round discs for pictur

cm.148

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

YEARS

48

art. 09200

art. 09201

fir cm.77x148 h - cm.0,6 thick - natural wood

3D fir cm.77x148 h - cm.0,6 thick - natural wood

art. 09653

art. 09596

fir cm.77x148 h - cm.0,6 thick - varnished wood

3D fir cm.77x148 h - cm.0,6 thick - varnished wood
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WOODEN

TREES
+

3

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

YEARS

art. 10250
wooden tree cm.83x120 h

...AND DECORATIONS

art. 09288

art. 09287

set 2 flowers
cm.23 x 35, cm.0,6 thick

set 2 grass
cm.23 x 35, cm.0,6 thick

art. 09286

art. 09289

dog and cat cm.22 x 6 x 3,5 h

mushrooms cm.23 x 35 + butterfly
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SEASONS'
PUZZLES
These puzzles are made up of large
pieces that stimulate manipulative
activity. The Four Seasons puzzles are
perfect for teaching the vast terminology related to time, seasons and
weather events.
+

3

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

YEARS

art. 05915
set of 4 puzzles - 12 pieces each
puzzle cm.38x35

RECYCLING
BINS

PERFECT FOR
GY!
TEACHING ECOLO

Sturdy bins for recycling, with a practical ring that locks the garbage bag.
Includes 4 bins in the 4 colors institutionally established for disposal of glass,
paper, plastic, organic/wet waste.
+

3

YEARS

art. 08744

art. 08917
wooden cart for recycling bins
Equipped with wheels

art. 08918
the set includes 4 bins ø cm.27,5x32 h,
1 wooden cart and 100 waste
bags cm.50x60 - 25 lt capacity (black)

50
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cm.32

set of 4 recycling bins
(glass, paper, plastic, organic)

BODY
SCHEME

MAGNETIC
WHITEBOARD

Board size:
cm.70x100

EXPERIMENTATION / SCIENCES

This 18 pcs birchwood puzzle helps
teaching of body awareness. It depicts
a unclothed body with girl’s or boy’s
face. Body parts can be assembled on
the floor or whiteboard (included) while
teaching body concepts. Completed
puzzle measures 90 cm.

art. 04688
the set includes:
body puzzle 18 pcs
+ magnetic strip cm.50x5
+ magnetic whiteboard cm.70x100

4-5

YEARS

20
PCS

18 X

+ 1X +

1X

WOODEN

MAGNETIC

MAGNETIC

PUZZLE

STRIP

BOARD

WOOD
art. 04687
body scheme wooden puzzle 18 pcs
Completed puzzle measures 90 cm

art. 04689
magnetic strip cm. 50x5
(to make body puzzle magnetized)
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NUMBERS

STENCIL

FOR PRE-WRITING

1

The exercises in writing aim to teach the child a sense
of motion graphics and direction necessary to learn
how to write. It must be accompanied by verbalization, so that kids associate the symbol with a sound.
+

3

YEARS

EXPERIMENTATION / LANGUAGE

art. 10371
band of numbers (numbers from 0 to 9)

2

art. 10372

This stencil helps children to write the numbers correctly and to match them with
quantities.
1 Children match each number with corresponding number of bears
2 Can be used either positive and negative side for writing exercises
3 Kids can memorize the gestures of writing, then recognize the different numbers
by keeping the eyes closed

band of numbers (numbers from 0 to 9)
+ 45 bears

1X

+

BAND OF

NUMBERS

45 X
BEARS

PLASTIC
BAND
Band of numbers size:
cm.9x50

TACTILE
NUMBERS

FOR PRE-WRITING
art. 07387
band of numbers (from 0 to 9) Set 2 pcs
This tool allows the child to perform exercises of
pre-writing, guiding the composition of numbers in
an easy and fun way.
+

3

YEARS
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Band of numbers size:
cm.13x34

NUMBER
AND LETTER

CARDS
Numbers size:
cm.9 h

CORRUGATED
BOARD

CORK
art. 07168

art. 07166

Set of 20 negative + 20 positive numbers
(cork)

Set of 28 negative + 28 positive letters
in corrugated board

Letters size:
cm.9 h

NUMBER
0112233444
0
AND LETTER 051 2 3
88999
5 66778
art. 11582
160 cardboard numbers
(80 positive + 80 negative)

art. 11599
168 cardboard letters
(84 positive + 84 negative)

5 67

AB
BC
C
A
HI J
H

cm.12

CARDS

EXPERIMENTATION / LANGUAGE

Pre-cut shapes that represent numbers and
alphabet. Once drawn the shapes, the base
can be used as a stencil. Ideal for pre-writing,
writing, decorations... Durable and reusable.

cm.7
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MIRROR'S

Wooden base size:
cm.23x23

GAME

EXPERIMENTATION / OBSERVATION

Consisting of 3 safety mirrors to
be placed on the wooden support.
Depending on how you will place
the mirrors and geometric shapes
and how multicolored tiles will be
stacked, the child can participate in
a fascinating game of multiplication,
visual effects due to the reflections,
color changes...
+

3

YEARS

art. 07152
The set includes:
7 multicolored tiles,
3 mirrors in unbreakable
material, various shapes

MIRROR'S
TEST

A sheet of white paper is placed in
the box, so that it is visible from the
top through the mirror. The child
must try to reproduce the artwork
supplied by the teacher yet watching
his/her hand through the mirror, as
it is hidden by a special guard!
Through the opening in the back,
participants can check step by step
how the creation develops, while
the artist can see his work only
“backwards” through the mirror.
+

3

YEARS

art. 07159
mirror’s test cm.18x25x22 h
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WOOD

SELF-PORTRAIT

MIRROR

Mirror size:
cm.50x60

art. 07893

Child looks at his image in the mirror and tries to
make a self-portrait by using markers, finger paint,
tempera, brushes, sponges…
Mirror is made of shatter-proof acrylic material and
can be easily cleaned up.
+

4

YEARS

PORTRAIT'S

WINDOW

Window size:
cm.50x60

art. 07819
The set includes: portrait's window cm.50x60
2 whiteboard markers, 1 eraser,
1 glass, 1 painting tray and 2 brushes
The student looks at his classmate, sitting on the
other side of the "transparent mirror", and makes
his portrait on the window by using markers, finger
paint, or tempera. A super funny way to get familiar
with the body scheme!
Window is made of shatter-proof acrylic material
and can be easily cleaned up.
+

EXPERIMENTATION / OBSERVATION

the set includes 1 mirror cm.50x60
2 whiteboard markers, 1 eraser, 1 painting
tray and 2 brushes

4

YEARS
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MULTI-EFFECT

MIRRORS
These mirrors are made of shatter-proof
plastic material to ensure maximum
safety. Distortions give the user a unique
perspective. Lightweight and easy to fix
to a wall (hardware not included).

EXPERIMENTATION / OBSERVATION

art. 10215

56

safety mirror cm.37x46
with soft foam frame

art. 10193
multi-effect safety mirror cm.37x46
assorted shapes with soft foam frame

art. 10194
multi-effect safety mirror cm.65x85
spheres - with soft foam frame
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MULTI-EFFECT

MIRRORS
EXPERIMENTATION / OBSERVATION

These mirrors are made of shatter-proof
plastic material to ensure maximum
safety. Distortions give the user a unique
perspective. Lightweight and easy to fix
to a wall (hardware not included).

art. 09891
Set of 4 multi-effect mirrors
cm.30x40 - assorted models

art. 09348

art. 09347

art. 09418

sun-shaped mirror with frame
cm.60x60

bubble mirror with frame
cm.60x80

bubble & stripes with frame
cm.60x80
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SAFETY

EXPERIMENTATION / OBSERVATION

MIRRORS
Safety mirrors made of a shatter proof,
unbreakable acrylic material that grants safety and non-distorted images.
Perfect for classrooms, playrooms,
restrooms, therapy rooms, and indoor
playgrounds of all types. Children can
also write on the mirrors, by using
the appropriate whiteboard markers.
Mirrors can be fixed on any smooth
clean and flat surface. Double-sided
tape included.

art. 08041

art. 08042

art. 08043

art. 08044

square cm.50x50

“Smile” ø cm.50

“Bear” cm.50 h

“Turtle” cm.50 h

DEFORMING

MIRRORS
Bending and moving in front of these mirrors,
children will each time see themselves taller,
shorter, leaner, fatter... Unbreakable acrylic
material, shatter-proof.

art. 07165
magic mirror cm.14x25
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ACTIVITY PLAY
AND SPORT
• SAND TOOLS
• PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS
• PAVING
• SOFT PLAY
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SAND TOOLS
FLEXIBLE!!

cm.18

art. 05307
heavy plastic sieves ø cm.18
4 pcs/set - assorted colours

art. 3030
shockproof graduated bucket
ø cm.16x18 h
made of sturdy, flexible plastic
material capacity 2 liters
4 basic colors assorted

www.cwr.it

cm.18

60

shockproof shovel with
anatomical grip, made of
sturdy, flexible plastic material
assorted in 4 basic colors

cm.18

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SAND TOOLS

art. 3035

SAND TOOLS
art. 10370

MADE IN ITALY

FLEXIBLE!!

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SAND TOOLS

Sand set 24 pcs
Ideal for 8 kids
Includes: 8 buckets, 8 shovels, 8 sieves
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FLAT

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

HOOPS

62

Ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. Can be connected with
each other in order to realize new tracks. Made in one piece by
plastic injection moulding techniques, so that hoops are more
flexible than traditional hoops. 4 assorted colors.
+

3

YEARS

MADE IN ITALY

art. 3024
ø cm.40 - assorted colours

art. 3025
ø cm.50 - assorted colours

art. 3026
ø cm.60 - assorted colours

art. 07991
ø cm.70 - assorted colours

art. 07992
ø cm.80 - assorted colours

art. 07993
ø cm.100 - assorted colours

art. 3026/3
3 pcs/set - ø cm.40, 50, 60 assorted colors
(minimum sale 4 sets - 12 hoops)

art. 07994
4 pcs/set - ø cm.60, 70, 80, 100 assorted colors
(minimum sale 4 sets - 16 hoops)

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

ø cm.40

ø cm.50

ø cm.60

ø cm.70

ø cm.80

ø cm.100

HOOPS RACKS
art. 08727
wall mounted
hoops rack
50 Kgs payload
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STICKS
ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

A multitude of permutations and courses can
be set up for gym and play activities by joining
sticks with hoops, cones, other sticks exc.

PLASTIC
art. 3004
cm.40 - assorted colours

art. 3005
cm.50 - assorted colours

WOODEN

art. 3006

art. 09246

cm.60 - assorted colours

cm.60 ø mm.26

art. 3008

art. 09247

cm.70 - assorted colours

cm.80 ø mm.26

art. 3010

art. 09248

cm.100 - assorted colours

cm.100 ø mm.26

art. 3015

art. 09249

cm.150 - assorted colours

cm.120 ø mm.26

STICKS RACKS
art. 08728
wall mounted stick rack
50 kgs payload

ROTO-HOOKS
Essential for connecting hoops and sticks in order to create
new and original tracks.

stick/stick

HOOPS AND STICKS

RACKS

stick/hoop

art. 08024
set of 12 roto-hooks for sticks

art. 08025
set of 12 roto-hooks for sticks and hoops

art. 04960
set of 24 roto-hooks for sticks and hoops
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art. 11514
wooden log for hoops and sticks
cm.25,5 x 9,5 x 5 h

PLAYGROUND

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

CONES
art. 2406
multi-purpose floor cone cm.35 h
with 12 preset jump hole heights

art. 08032
multi-purpose floor cone cm.50 h
with 12 preset jump hole heights

DISC CONES

ROPES

art. 1715
set 4 ropes ø mm.8x3 mt each - assorted colors

art. 09159

art. 09976

set 50 disc cones ø cm.20 assorted colors
Discs rack included

set 4 ropes ø mm.8 x 10 mt each - assorted colors
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PLAY EQUIPMENT
SETS
ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

All products are made of colored non-toxic plastic, ideal for both
indoor and outdoor use, and can be connected to each other.

art. 2408
A multitude of permutations and courses
can be set up for gym and play activities.
The set includes: 6 floor cones cm.35 h +
6 plastic sticks cm.100 - assorted colors

art. 10262
Set contents:
12 plastic cones cm. 35 h,
12 sticks cm. 80, 12 hooks for
sticks and hoops, 12 hoops
assorted colours and sizes
12 footsteps - feet,
12 footsteps - hands
+

3

YEARS

art. 04758
set contents:
12 sticks cm.100, 12 sticks cm.60,
1 pack of 24 roto-hooks,
12 flat hoops (ø cm.40,50,60)
12 building bricks, 12 plugs
for building bricks 4 colored
ropes (3 mt).

+

3

YEARS
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72

PCS

88
PCS
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ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

PLAY EQUIPMENT TROLLEYS
This practical and sturdy solid wood cart allows you to store
all the equipment required to carry out psychomotor tracks:
sticks, cones, ropes, balls etc. Equipped with wheels, thanks
to which it can be moved without difficulty.

art. 04756

art. 04757

psychomotor cart (empty)
cm.50x115x90 h

cart for psychomotor activities cm.50x115x90 h
Contents: 12 colored brick blocks, 4 rhythmic balls, 12 EVA foam footprints
(hands&feet), 4 colored ropes (3 mt each), 12 hoops (3 sizes / 4 colors),
8 sticks cm.80, 20 connecting plugs, 1 jumping ball with handle.
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BUILDING

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

BLOCKS

68

art. 04785
building block 24 pcs/set
assorted in 4 colors

art. 04961
building block 24 pcs/set
raw colour (red-brick) for more realistic buildings
Let kids work finger muscles as they create tall towers
by linking together a stack of plastic building bricks.
Sturdy acrylic material. Easy to fit and match to create
buildings and roadways. You can fill them with water
or sand, then use the special plugs to prevent leakage
(art.04788). When they are full of water or sand, blocks
can be used as a base for hoops and sticks, obstacles
or road signs.
+

3

Block size:
cm.12x24x6 h

art. 04788

YEARS

48 plugs for building blocks
The plugs have a double function:
1) non-slip, in case the brick is used as a
base on which children practice;
2) if the bricks are used as the basefor
road signs, they must be filled with
water or sand. To prevent spillage of
the material, simply apply the plugs on
the side holes.

DY

LIGHT AND STUR
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1

2

CARDBOARD BUILDING
art. F102
cardboard building block to be assembled
Minimum sale qty: 20 pcs
Made of heavy cardboard. Easy to assemble with no help of
glue or adhesive tape. Very sturdy: the child can even jump on
it, without damaging them. These building blocks are large and
light, so that children can achieve large buildings.
+

3

YEARS

DY
LIGHT AND STUR

Block size:
cm.15x30x7 h

LE

EASY TO ASSEMB
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ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

BLOCKS

69

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS
70

STILTS

HALF BALL

art. 17001

art. 09616

couple of stilts
with rubber adjustable
handles

couple of half-ball stilts
ø cm.12x4 h
with rubber handles

Anyone can easily learn
to stilt now!
Textured rubber surface prevents slips and
makes stilts safe for carpets, playground floors,
grass etc. Adjustable
rubber cords to accommodate kid’s height and
arm’s length.

Half-ball stilts wooden
structure, helps to develop coordination and
balance skills. The surface in contact with the
floor is made with GECO
anti slip rubber to grant
high stability.

+

3
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+

3

YEARS

YEARS

NON-SLIP

STILTS

NOISELESS

BALL BALANCE

GAMES

+

3

YEARS
cm.2

side art. 09242

art. 09242

cm.40

ø cm.40

cm.2

side art. 09243

art. 09243

cm.50

ø cm.50

art. 09244
ø cm.50 with spyral

TILTING
DISC

WOODEN
HEMISPHERES

This game allows you to work with balance, concentration
and coordination. Rotate the ball in a circular motion by either
holding the board with both hands or standing and shifting
weight. Great for balance and visual tracking. Equipped with
GECO non-slip surface. Includes 2 balls.

Ideal to hone balance and
motor coordination. GECO
non-slip surface with rubber
suction cups.

+

+

3

3

YEARS

YEARS

art. 09241

art. 09579

side art. 09241
cm.2

ø cm.30

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PSYCHOMOTOR TOOLS

This wooden game encourages the child calling for his attention. The child must
stand on the balance board and control the movement of the balls that roll in the
grooves. Particularly helpful for children who need vestibular stimulation. They can
get the movement they need to regulate themselves.

set 4 wooden hemispheres
ø cm.12 x 4 h

cm.30
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FOOTPRINTS
Encourage the child in the development
of foot-eye coordination, hand-eye coordination and control of the upper and lower
limbs. They can be used to introduce simple
concepts such as eft and right, sorting according to colour, or as exercises to develop
motor skills and balance, setting out trails
+

3

Made of EVA foam: durable, non-toxic,
anti-slip and easy to to clean up.
feet - hands
mm.0,5 thick

art. 6232
EVA foam hands 12 pcs/set
cm.15x19 - 4 assorted colors

art. 6230
EVA foam feet 12 pcs/set
cm.9x23 - 4 assorted colors

art. 6232

cm.21

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PAVING

YEARS

Made of soft felt: with "GECO"
anti-slip surface.

art. 08704
case cm.25x30, contains: 12 hands (6 right and 6 left)
+ 12 feet (6 right and 6 left) - assorted colors

art. 08680
rubber felt hands - 12 pcs/set - assorted colors

art. 08681
rubber felt feet - 12 pcs/set - assorted colors

72
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art. 6230

TACTILE
PAVING
Colorful felt shapes with GECO anti-slip surface.
2,5 mm thick. Ideal for tactile paving and
psychomotor coordination. Fire retardant class 1.

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PAVING

art. 08693

art. 08694

art. 08695

art. 08696

art. 08697
set of 40 felt shapes:
16 stripes, 16 bends, 4 corners, 4 arrows)
Assorted colours

art. 08693
Set of 8 felt stripes cm.7,5x35 - blue

art. 08694
Set of 4 felt corners cm.7,5x28 - red

art. 08695
Set of 8 felt bends cm.7,5x40 - blue

art. 08696
set of 4 felt arrows cm.7 x 37 - red

art. 08746
set of 12 stripes cm.5x100 mm.2.5 thick - blue

art. 08747
set of 12 stripes cm.5x100 mm.2.5 thick - red
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SENSORY
PATH
art. 10348

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PAVING

Composed by 8 big wooden tiles
Each tiles is coated with a different material to stimulate
sensory perception of children. Tiles have the shape of interlocking puzzles. This feature allows you to create new and
different paths.
+

3

YEARS

Tile size:
cm.30x35x2 h

SENSORY
PATH
art. 08761
16 large tactile tiles cm.32x32 + 8 recognition discs ø cm.8
16 large tactile tiles made of shockproof EVA foam 9 mm,
coated with different materials/textures (fire retardant class
1 when used on combustible substrates).
The set also includes 8 tactile discs to be compared to tiles.
Children touch the sensory disc with their hands and try to
find the same material on tiles by using feet.
+

3

YEARS

Discs size:
ø cm.8

Tiles size:
cm.32x32x1,7 h
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WOOD
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ES

DIFFERENT TEXTUR

TACTILE
TILES
art. 06969
12 pcs/set - assorted in different materials

+

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PAVING

This game favors experience, approach and discrimination
of different materials, each of which creates particular tactile
sensations (roughness, softness, warmth...). Suitable for both
the upper limbs and the lower ones, or to arrange complex
motor pathways.

3

YEARS

Tiles size:
cm.13,5x23,5x1 h

TACTILE
DISCS
art. 08721
12 tactile discs: 6 discs ø cm.21 + 6 discs ø cm.8
This set contains 6 discs to be placed on the floor, and 6
smaller discs. Children touch the small disc with their hands
and try to find the same texture on bigger discs by using feet.

+

3

YEARS

Discs size:
ø cm.21 / ø cm.8
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TACTILE
FELT SHAPES

N-SLIP CUPS
NO

T SURFACE
FEL

Colorful felt shapes with GECO anti-slip surface.
2,5 mm thick. Ideal for tactile paving and
psychomotor coordination. Fire retardant class 1.

art. 08686

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / PAVING

12 pcs/set: ø cm.22
circles, rectangles, hexagons - assorted colors

art. 08688
12 pcs/set: ø cm.32
circles, squares, triangles - assorted colors

art. 08687
4 pcs/set: ø cm.32 circles - assorted colours

art. 08689
4 pcs/set: cm.32x32 squares - assorted colours

art. 08691
4 pcs/set: cm.32/45° triangles - assorted colours

art. 08698
12 pcs/set: ø cm.22 circles - assorted colours

art. 08699
4 pcs/set: ø cm.22 circles - assorted colours

ROAD
SAFETY EDUCATION
cm.100
art. 09240
The set includes: 3 “arrows” - directions mats
cm.40x50, 1 “STOP” mat cm.40x50,
1 “Zebra crossing” mat cm.60x100
Elements in non-slip soft felt to teach in an effective
and entertaining way the first rules of the road.
Indispensable for the creation of new and original
psychomotor paths: just arrange the various elements to form varying complexity that the child will
have to follow without making mistakes.
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cm.50

ROAD
SAFETY EDUCATION
TARGETS
1. introducing kids to road safety awareness
2. educating to individual and collective safety
3. teaching respect of street rules and signs
4. Teaching the meaning of road signs

cm.100

art. 05097
the set includes 14 road signs cm.30x30
and 24 clips (to fix the signs to poles)

3 removable
palettes

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT

cm.30

art. 04954

art. 04786
the set includes:
- 14 road signs cm.30x30
- 12 bricks with caps (bases for the road signs)
- 12 sticks cm.100
- 24 clips (to fix signs to poles)

traffic lights for road safety education
consisting of: 1 stick, 3 bricks (base), 1 traffic light with
3 removable colored palettes 100 cm h
Respect of signs is also respect for the rules and for this
reason it is also called “civic education”, ie the teaching of
the rules governing social life. These tools allow you to create
a road situation where your child can learn respect for the
basic rules by playing and having fun.
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SOFT PLAY
soft steps

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

DESIGN

78

Thanks to the collaboration of professionists and experts, we can offer technical consultancy, providing customized
projects in order to suggest our customers the best choice of NUVOLA soft
furnishings.

QUALITY
The use of innovative materials and
technologies guarantees the high quality of NUVOLA products. These item are
eco friendly and comply with EC safety
regulations.

FOR NURSERIES, KINDERGARTENS,
PLAYROOMS, INDOOR PLAYGROUNDS
MATERIALS
• Interiors
Majority of Nuvola items is made of polyurethane foam, density: 28 kgs specific gravity/sqm.
The products subject to homologation class 1-IM (seats and mats) are made of polyurethane
foam class 1 fireproof - density: 30 kgs/sqm

• Coatings
Coatings can be easily removed and replaced if they break or wear out. All the items filled with
granular polystyrene foam, especially pillows, cushions and poufs, are equipped with a a double lining and externally coated with very resistant trevira fabric, class 1 fireproof, EN approves,
non-toxic, dry clean or with water (40°C).

• Accessories
Closures are secured by very strong, round-shaped zippers, whose cursors are protected by
specific pockets. All modular items can be easily anchored together with 5 cm. Velcro strips
that provide great stability to the structure. NUVOLA items are equipped with non-slip surface.

• Approval and compliance
Nuvola items are subject to homologation and comply with EC safety rules.

MADE IN ITALY
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SOFT FOAM

CM.6/24 H

ELEMENTS
3-36

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

MONTHS

art. 10174
rainbow path
Dimensions: cm.180x100x45 h
Dimensions with mats: cm.180x220x45 h
Composed of: 7 cylinders assorted sizes
and colours, 2 side rails, 2 side mats

art. 10173
roller path
total dimensions: cm.165x80x40 h
Composed of: 1 basic structure cm 165x80x10 h
2 cylinders cm.80x15 ø, 2 cylinders cm.80x20 ø
2 cylinders cm.80x25 ø, 2 cylinders cm.80x30 ø

art. 10192
wave-roller path
Composed of 1 basic wave structure
+ 2 cylinders cm.48

www.cwr.it
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soft steps

CM.6/24 H

SOFT FOAM

ELEMENTS
3-36

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

MONTHS

art. 10121
“CUCCIOLO”
composition

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

art. 10031
“DOTTO”
composition

art. 10032
“EOLO”
composition
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1X

1X

1X

1X

“MAMMOLO”
composition

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

art. 10033

art. 10034
“PISOLO”
composition

1X

art. 10050
“BRONTOLO”
composition

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

art. 10051
“GONGOLO”
composition

www.cwr.it
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ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

soft steps

SOFT FOAM 3-36

ELEMENTS

MONTHS

art. 10035
“PLUTO” composition

1X

1X

1X

2X

art. 10036
“MINNIE” composition

4X

1X

1X

1X

1X

1X

art. 10177
“MICKEY MOUSE” composition

1X
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1X

1X

1X

1X

SOFT FOAM

ELEMENTS
3-5

cm. 30

cm
.3
0

cm. 30

cm. 120

cm. 60

cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 60

cm. 30

cm

.3

0

cm. 30

.6

0

art. 10166
cubo
cm.60x60x60

cm. 120

0

0
.6

cm

.6
0
.6
cm
cm. 30

0
.3
cm. 120

1X

0

art. 05276
cilindro
ø cm.30x120 h

0
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cm. 60

cm. 60
cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 120

.6
0

.6

cm

cm. 60

cm. 60

1X

.6

cm

cm. 180
art. 05282
parallelepipedo
art. 05259
cm.30x120x30 h
materassino cm.70x180x4 h

art. 10167
mezzo cilindro
art. 05267
ø cm.60x60
h
mezza
ruota cm.120x60x30
h

cm

0

0

.3

cm

0

.7

cm

cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 60

cm. 30

cm. 30

0

.7

cm

.6

cm

cm. 60

cm. 60

art. 05265
pedana cm.30x60x60 h
cm. 30

cm. 60

cm. 60

cm. 60

cm. 30
0
.7
cm

0

cm. 120

cm. 120
cm. 30

art. 05263
scivolo cm.108x60x60 h

cm
cm

0

2X

cm. 60
cm. 120

cm

0
.3
cm. 120

cm

cm. 60
cm. 120

cm. 120

0

.6

.6

cm

0

cm. 30

cm. 60

0
.6
cm. 120
cm. 60

.6
0

cm. 30

0
.6

cm. 30

cm. 60

cm

cm. 60

art. 05262
art. 05265
art. 05265
onda cm.120x60x60
h
pedana cm.30x60x60
h
pedana cm.30x60x60 h

.3

cm

0

0

cm. 120

cm. 120

cm. 120

cm. 60
cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 120
cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 120

0

1X

.6

art. 05276
cilindro
ø cm.30x120 h

cm. 80

.6

1X

art. 05282
parallelepipedo
cm.30x120x30 h

0

cm. 120

art. 10168

cm. 48

cm.cm.
120
120
cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 120

cm. 180
art. 05259
materassino cm.70x180x4 h

.6

cm

cm.cm.
60 120

cm

cm. 30

0

.7

cm

30

cm. 60
cm. 120

0
.3
cm
cm. 30
cm. 60

cm

0
.3
cm

0

.6

cm. 60

cm. 60

0

0
.3
cm

cm. 60

cm. 60

0

.3

cm
cm. 60

cm. 120

cm. 48

cm. 60

cm. 60

cm. 60

0

0

.7

cm

“TOM” composition

cm. 30

cm. 30

cm. 60

cm. 120

.6

cm

05261
art.art.
05263
art. 05263
scalacm.108x60x60
cm.60x60x60 hh
scivolo
scivolo cm.108x60x60 h
cm. 30

art. 05262
onda cm.120x60x60 h

cm. 120

cm. 60

cm.6060
cm.

0

.6

cm

cm. 30

cm

cm. 60

cm. 30

cm. 30

30
cm. .60
0
cm. 180
cm
.3
cm. 60
cm. 180
cm
cm. 60
art. 05282
art. 10166
art. 05269
art. 10166
art. 10167
art.art.
05276
05260
parallelepipedo
art. 05260
supporto “H” cm.30x60x60 h art. 05259art. 05266cubo
mezzo cilindro
cilindro
art. 05259
art. 05266 cm.30x120x30 h
art. 05267
art.cubo
05260
cubo
ponte
cm.60x80x60
h
cubo ponte cm.60x80x60
h
cm.60x60x60
art. 05266
art. 05267
ruota
ø esterno
cm.120x30
h
cm.60x60x60
ø cm.60x60
h
cm.30x120
h art. 05259
materassino cm.70x180x4
ruota ø esterno cm.120x30
h
mezza øruota
cm.120x60x30
h
materassino
cm.70x180x4
h
cubo
ponteh cm.60x80x60 h
ruota ø esterno cm.120x30 h
mezza ruota cm.120x60x30 h
materassino cm.70x180x4 h

0
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cm. 120

cm. 80

.6

cm

art. 05265
pedana cm.30x60x60 h

cm. 30

cm. 30

cm. 30

cm. 180

.6

cm

cm. 80

art. 05263
art. 05265
scivolo cm.108x60x60 h
pedana cm.30x60x60 h

cm

2X

art. 05269
art. 05267
supporto “H” cm.30x60x60 h
mezza ruota cm.120x60x30 h

cm. 30

0 60
.
cm

cm

cm. 120

art. 05261
art. 05262
scala cm.60x60x60 h
onda cm.120x60x60 h

cm. 60
cm. 120

art. 05262
art. 05263
onda cm.120x60x60 h
scivolo cm.108x60x60 h
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0
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6060
cm.
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cm
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cm. 120
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cm
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“JERRY” composition
cm. 30

cm. 60
cm
.6
0

cm. 60
cm. 30

cm. 60

art. 10169

0

.6

0

.6

cm

art. 05276
cilindro
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cm
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cm
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ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

YEARS

83

cm.72x48x72 h

3-36

soft steps

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

MONTHS

84

art. 10179

art. 10030

“SNOOPY” composition

tunnel cm.72x48x72 h

art. 10037
arc cm.48x48x58 h

1X

1X

1X

1X

art. 10120
“LINUS” composition

1X
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1X

1X

1X

cm.48x48x58 h

SOFT FOAM

ELEMENTS

Velcro stripes cm.5 width.
Ideal for fixing elements.
Equipped with Anti-slip surface.

3-5
YEARS

first paths kit cm.260x60x45 h
composed of:
1 stepladder cm.100x60x45 h
1 slide cm.100x60x45 h
1 wave cm.100x60x45 h
1 tunnel cm.100x60x45 h
1 cylinder ø cm.35

1X

1X

1X

1X

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

art. 10096

art. 10202
tetrix
cube 9 pcs/set (3 per each colour)
cm.48x48x24 h each

www.cwr.it
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soft steps

SOFT

SEATS

Soft, hygienic and easy to clean.

cm.38

art. 10152
armchair cm.40x30x38 h

art. 10153

armchair cm.50x40x50 h

art. 05272
sofa cm.50x80x50 h

art. 10856
cube cm.50x50x25 h

art. 10857
cylinder cm.50x80x25 h

art. 10858
armchair cm.60x50x60 h

art. 10859
sofa cm.60x100x60 h
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cm.60

86

art. 05271
cm.50

ACTIVITY PLAY AND SPORT / SOFT PLAY

sofa cm.40x60x38 h

FURNISHINGS
• COTS - NAP TIME
• PLAYHOUSES & PLAY TABLES
• ACCESSORIES

www.cwr.it
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SLEEPING COTS
FOR NURSERIES

“NIDO” cot

FOR KINDERGARTENS

“PISOLO” cot

FEATURES
• Structure

FURNISHINGS / COTS - NAP TIME

• Resistant and durable, thanks to the tubular steel
structure that makes the bed very stable and light.
• Rounded corners and edges

• Fabric

2 Kgs
only!

• Fireproof and non toxic
• Comply with EC safety rules on children safety
• Transpiring
• Very resistant thanks to the new welding system

• Legs
• Sturdy plastic legs make the cots easily stackable
• Casters can be added to legs to facilitate storing of the beds.

MADE IN ITALY

88
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"NIDO" SLEEPING COT
FOR NURSERY

art. 06605
safety side-rails (for art.04844)

cm.100

"PISOLO" SLEEPING COT
FOR KINDERGARTEN

art. T108
PISOLO sleeping cot - 2,5 Kgs
cm.53x130x14 h

spare fabric for art.T108

6
.5

art. 05085

cm

safety side-rail for art.T108 - 2,5 Kgs

cm.12,7

art. 06606

cm.132
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FURNISHINGS / COTS - NAP TIME

cm.100

cm
.5
3

NIDO sleeping cot with safety side-rail
4 Kgs - cm.53x100x14 h

cm
.5
3

cm.14

art. 06310

NIDO sleeping cot - 2 Kgs
cm.53x100x14 h

cm.21

art. 04844
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COTS
ACCESSORIES

soft plastic back

A wide range of accessories and
bedding for sleeping cots

FURNISHINGS / COTS - NAP TIME

terrycloth sheet

Pillow for sleeping cot. Composition:
100% polyester - flame retardant interior.
100% cotton exterior. Washable at 40° C

Waterproof underpad sheet. The back is
coated with soft waterproof plastic, while
the front is made of terrycloth. Washable.

art. 05099

art. 08776

pillow

for Art.04844, 06310

art. 09962

art. 08775

white pillowcase

for Art.T108

OPENING

White cotton sheet 100% with elastic
corners. Washable at 40°C

Sleeping bag 100%, with elastic corners.

Sleeping bag 100% cotton quilt
fancy designs - fireproof

art. 06311

art. 08774

for Art.04844, 06310

for Art.04844, 06310

art. T107

art. 08773

art. 05098

for Art.T108

for Art.T108

for Art.T108

LEG
ADAPTER
ELEVATOR

90

Mattress external 100% cotton.
Corners are equipped with cords to fix
the mattress on the cot.

Soft blanket, no-pilling, 100% polyestere.
Washable at 40°C. 180 grams

art. 06312

art. 08827

for Art.04844, 06310

cm.75x100 blue

art. 04942

art. 08825

for Art.T108

cm.100x150 blue

www.cwr.it

FOOT

art. 06315
Set of 4 legs cm.25 h
for all folding beds
(Art. 04844, 06310, T108)
Ideal to increase the height of the
cot. The raised legs avoid teachers
bending too much.

art. 08771

art. 08772

adhesive photoframe
cm.6x4 h

adhesive photoframe
cm.7x3 h - 20 pcs/set

art. T109

art. 09772

set 4 casters ø cm.5
with brake

set 4 casters ø cm.6
(2 with brakes and 2 without)

FURNISHINGS / COTS - NAP TIME

ACCESSORIES

SLEEPING
COTS' CABINET
Made of conglomerate wood. Rounded
corners and edges, scratch-resistant
laminate. The cabinet has 4 shelves in
the main compartment and two side
doors (3 shelves for door).

Holds up to 15 PISOLO cots

art. 09846
Cots' cabinet
total size cm.45x208x180 h

www.cwr.it
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FURNISHINGS / PLAYHOUSES & PLAY TABLES

FIRST STEPS
BURROW
Multipurpose playhouse made of sturdy
birch plywood with rounded corners and
edges, specially designed for children
aged 9 months to 6 years. Children can
go into the tunnel crawling or crouching,
and experience the feel connected to
hiding, then watch the world outside the
transparent windows. On the outer wall
of the burrow the bear-shaped acrylic
mirror will engage kids as they learn to
pull up and balance on the sturdy metal
handrail, observing their reflection in the
safety mirror. Last but not least, children
can use the sensory wall to improve fine
motor skills. The roof of First Steps Burrow
can be used as a practical shelf on which
to store books or toys.

art. 09604
cm.140x97x83 h - upper shelf cm.57x113
The structure comes partially assembled

Metal handrail

MIRRORS
PLAYHOUSE
A super funny den where children can hide and play. The
3 inside faces have a safety
mirror surface where children
can explore their reflections.
Well made from solid birch
plywood with rounded corners and edges. Perfect for
developing body awareness
and understanding reflection.

art. 11420
cm.121x121x60 h
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Psychomotor and
tactile games

Window made with
safety acrylic material

Pre-writing game
2 entrances

SHAMROCK
PLAYHOUSE

FURNISHINGS / PLAYHOUSES & PLAY TABLES

Multipurpose playhouse made of sturdy birch
plywood with rounded corners and edges, specially
designed for children aged 9 months to 6 years.
Children can go into the tunnel crawling or crouching, and experience the feel connected to hiding,
then watch the world outside their reflection in the
safety mirror (made of shatter-proof plastic, for
children safety). Huge windows on each side, mirror
and soft mat. Top roof can be used as a practical
shelf on which to store books or toys.

safety mirror

art. 09367
cm.107x111x94 h

soft mattress

BRIDGE
PLAYHOUSE
Babies like to hide, crawl and climb! Our Multipurpose
Bridge playhouse is made of sturdy birch plywood
with rounded corners and edges, specially designed
to meet the needs of psychomotor development of
children aged 9 months to 6 years.

art. 09368
cm.150x54x75 h

CLIMBING
WALL WITH
NON-SLIP
SURFACE

STARTS
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PLAY TABLES
Multi-purpose play table made of sturdy birch
plywood. Manufactured in full compliance with
safety regulations. Rounded corners, non-toxic
paints. Ideal for heavy use. Equipped with casters.

FURNISHINGS / PLAYHOUSES & PLAY TABLES

art. 11365
Multi-purpose play table cm.101x101x28 h
4 drawers and casters included

art. 11419
multi-purpose play table cm.76x69x38 h
4 drawers and casters included

94
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"PIUMA"

CHAIR
PIUMA chair is super light: 1 Kg ONLY! Available
in 4 colors, PIUMA chair is highly resistant and
suitable for heavy use thanks to the aluminum
legs ø mm.25. The seat is anatomical and
promotes proper posture of the child.
Easy to clean. Suitable for indoor & outdoor use.

MADE IN ITALY

STACKABLE

FURNISHINGS / ACCESSORIES

Chair cm.54 h, seat cm.31 h
art. 09386/01 - red
art. 09386/02 - yellow
art. 09386/03 - green
art. 09386/04 - blue

Chair cm.66 h, seat cm.35 h
art. 09387/01 - red
art. 09387/02 - yellow
art. 09387/03 - green
art. 09387/04 - blue

ONLY 1 KG!
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"SMILE" PLASTIC
DRAWERS/TRAYS
Colourful, spacious and very resistant plastic drawers with
rounded corners. Ideal for storing teaching materials (toys,
colors, musical instruments, paper drawing, etc.). Available
in various sizes and colors, depending on the needs.
Drawer slides available (sold apart).

Drawer/tray size:

FURNISHINGS / ACCESSORIES

cm.43x31,5x7,5 h

art. 07720 - yellow
art. 07721 - red
art. 07722 - green
art. 09627 - blue
art. 07926 - clear

art. 07729
drawer slides
facilitate fluide motion of
the drawers. Must be fixed
to te cabinet's frame
2 pcs/set

CAPACITY
KGS 30

art. 07735
cardboard tray
with handles
cm.31,5x43x7,5 h
Minimum 8 pcs
(4 green and 4 yellow)

art. 07123
cardboard box
cm.35x25x17 h
with handles and cover
avana color

art. 06986

CAPACITY
KGS 30

art. 07736
cardboard tray
with handles
cm.31,5x43x15 h
Minimum 8 pcs
(4 green and 4 yellow)
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cardboard box
with handles
cm.35x25x17 h
Minimum 8 pcs
assorted in 4 colors

ARTS & CRAFT
• PAPER AND CARDBOARD
• DIY

www.cwr.it
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ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

COLLAGE
PAPER
Make wonderful collage
artworks by using this colorful
& lightweight paper!
Super easy to cut and paste.

MADE IN ITALY

COLOUR CHART

98
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red

yellow

brown

orange

green

light blue

white

gold

blue

pink

black

silver

(SEE COLOUR CHART)

(SEE COLOUR CHART)

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS

24 SHEETS/PAD
CM.35x50
SINGLE COLOUR

12 SHEETS/SET
CM.50x70
SINGLE COLOUR

art. 700/12

art. 703/24/1 - red

art. 08301 - red

12 sheets/pad cm.20x24

art. 703/24/2 - green

art. 08302 - green

art. 703/24/3 - blue

art. 08303 - blue

art. 703/24/4 - yellow

art. 08304 - yellow

art. 703/24/5 - light blue

art. 08305 - light blue

art. 714/24

art. 703/24/6 - pink

art. 08306 - pink

24 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 703/24/7 - brown

art. 08307 - brown

art. 703/50

art. 703/24/8 - white

art. 08308 - white

50 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 703/24/9 - black

art. 08309 - black

art. 703/24/10 - orange

art. 08310 - orange

art. 703/24/11 - gold

art. 08311 - gold

art. 703/24/12 - silver

art. 08312 - silver

art. 701/12
12 sheets/pad cm.24x34

art. 08299
12 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 08300
12 sheets/set cm.50x70

art. 703/70
50 sheets/pad cm.50x70

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

COLLAGE
PAPER

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 700/6
6 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.20x24

art. 701/6
6 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.24x34

ADHESIVE

art. 700/20
20 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 2154/24

art. 733/12

24 ADHESIVE sheets/set cm.50x70

set 12 TRANSPARENT ADHESIVE
sheets cm.21x29,7 assorted colours

www.cwr.it
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ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

VELVET
FLOCKING PAPER
Velvet paper has a soft touch
and can be used for art & craft
making, jewelry box, bags, ornaments, garments and costumes.
Easy to draw on back and cut out,
ideal for collage works!

MADE IN ITALY

COLOUR CHART

100
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red

yellow

brown

orange

green

light blue

white

violet

blue

pink

black

dark green

(SEE COLOUR CHART)

130 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS

CM.50x70
SINGLE COLOUR

ROLL
MT.5x70 CM.
SINGLE COLOUR

art. 710/6

art. 2120/1 - red

art. 2110/1 - red

6 sheets/pad cm.20x24

art. 2120/2 - green

art. 2110/2 - green

art. 2120/3 - blue

art. 2110/3 - blue

art. 2120/4 - yellow

art. 2110/4 - yellow

10 sheets/pad cm.24x34

art. 2120/5 - light blue

art. 2110/5 - light blue

art. 713/30

art. 2120/6 - pink

art. 2110/6 - pink

30 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 2120/7 - brown

art. 2110/7 - brown

art. 713/50

art. 2120/8 - white

art. 2110/8 - white

50 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 2120/9 - black

art. 2110/9 - black

art. 2120/10 - orange

art. 2110/10 - orange

art. 2120/11 - violet

art. 2110/11 - violet

art. 2120/12 - dark green

art. 2110/12 - dark green

art. 700/10
10 sheets/pad cm.20x24

art. 710/10

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

(SEE COLOUR CHART)
SHEET MIN. 10 SHEETS

(SEE COLOUR CHART)

ADHESIVE ROLL
MT.2x50 CM.
SINGLE COLOUR
art. 2115/1 - red

ADHESIVE

art. 2115/2 - green
130 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS

art. 2115/3 - blue
art. 2115/4 - yellow
art. 2115/5 - light blue

art. 700/7

art. 2115/6 - pink

7 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.20x24

art. 2115/7 - brown

art. 701/7
7 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.24x34

art. 702/12
12 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 2115/8 - white
art. 2115/9 - black
art. 2115/10 - orange
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VIVELLE
FLOCKING PAPER

A very soft, plush flocked paper with “sponge effect”
and a three-dimensional terry-like feel.
Suitable for Arts & Crafts, Packaging, collage works…
Very resistant and easy to cut out.
®

10
fogli

cm.23x33 gr. 130
colori assortiti
10 Assorted adhesive sheets
10 Sortierten Stickerbögen
10 Feuilles d’autocollants assortis

130 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 04768

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

10 sheets/pad cm.23x33

art. 2146
10 sheets/pad cm35x50

art. 06089
10 sheets/pad cm.23x33 ADHESIVE

MURALES
PAPER

The opaque surface of this paper has a velvety
effect. Thanks to its resistance can be easily glued
without creating wrinkles or creases.

100 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 2071
30 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 2070
10 sheets/set cm.70x100

MILLERIGHE
PAPER

Very consistent paper, strong and tenacious, suitable for a
variety of uses: as a packaging material but also for for collages,
coatings or to wrap gorgeous gift packages. Millerighe paper
excellently supports most of the adhesives.

60 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 2212
50 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 2214
24 sheets/set cm.70x100
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L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

carta

VIVE LLE
Paper Vivelle • Papier Vivelle • Papier Vivelle

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 06089

8 004957 058567
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

RAINBOW
PAPER

Colours paper, ideal for making didactic crafts, highly original
collages, ornaments… One colour back.

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

100 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. UR1521
10 sheets/pad cm.23x33

FLUO PAPER
Bright paper in fluo colours. Ideal for making didactic crafts,
original collages, ornaments…

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 746
12 sheets/pad cm.24x34

JUNGLE
PAPER

®

20
fogli

cm.23x33 gr.80
soggetti assortiti
20 Sheets assorted
20 Bogen sortiert
20 Feuilles assorties

This paper reproduces the coat of various animals.
One colour back.

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 04843
20 sheets/pad cm.23x33

art. 04840
10 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 04845

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

carta

J U NG LE
Jungle paper • Dschungel Papier • Papier jungle

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 04843

8 004957 058567
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

10 sheets/set cm.70x100

www.cwr.it
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FLOWER

PRINTED PAPER
Assorted colours, one colour back.

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 05955
12 sheets/set cm.23x33

art. 05956
10 sheets/set cm.70x100

STARRY

PRINTED PAPER

®

12
fogli

cm.23x33 gr.100
colori assortiti
12 Sheets assorted
12 Bogen sortiert
12 Feuilles assorties

One colour back.

100 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 05953
12 sheets/set cm.23x33

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

carta

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

STELLE

Stars paper • Sterne Papier • Papier étoiles

Made in Extra UE

Art. 05953

8 004957 058567
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

FANCY

PRINTED PAPER

®

12
fogli

cm.23x33 gr.80
soggetti assortiti
12 Sheets assorted
12 Bogen sortiert
12 Feuilles assorties

Assorted patterns, one colour back.

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS AND PATTERNS
art. 06056
12 sheets/set cm.23x33

carta

FANTASIA
Fantasy paper • Fantasie Papier • Papier fantaisie

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 06056

8 004957 061529

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA
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ORIGAMI
PAPER

Opaque colors, double sides.
Ideal for origami and collage works.

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED OPAQUE COLOURS

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

art. 743
50 sheets/pad cm.35x50

art. 744
50 sheets/set cm.50x70

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
100 sheets/set cm.10x10

80 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED METALLIC COLOURS

art. 741

art. 745

20 sheets/pad cm.14x14 + instructions

24 METALLIC sheets/set cm.14x14 + instructions

art. 740

DOTS & STRIPES
PRINTED PAPER

®

20
fogli

cm.23x33 - gr.90
assortiti
20 Sheets assorted
20 Bogen sortiert
20 Feuilles assorties

Printed on both sides, available in
different sizes and shapes.

90 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS AND PATTERNS
art. UR291

art. 04842

100 round sheets ø cm.15

100 sheets cm.23x23

art. UR289

art. 05407

100 sheets cm.15x15

10 sheets/set cm.70x100

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

carta

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

RIGHE E POIS
Stripes and dots paper • Streifen und Tupfen Papier • Papier rayures et pois

Art. 04842

8 004957 059557
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA
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REALISTIC

“CONSTRUCTION”
PAPER
ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

This digitally printed paper has a realistic look that will
transform your collages is masterpieces!
The set includes different printed sheets with structure
motifs like bricks, water, grass, walls, etc.

art. 08990
9 sheets cm.23x33 ADHESIVE
assorted motifs

HOLOGRAPHIC
ADHESIVE PAPER
Ideal for creative crafts and collages,
scrapbooking, card making...
Original, colorful and shiny.

HOLOGRAPHIC ADHESIVE PAPER
art. 10531
15 sheets/pad cm.21x29,7

art. 2165
10 sheets/pad cm.14x14 - assorted colours

METALLIC
COLOR PAPER

®

10
fogli

cm.24x34 gr.80
10 Sheets
10 Bogen
10 Feuilles

Great for craft projects and wrapping. 80 grs/sqm

art. 2155
art. 2156

- 10 sheets/pad cm.24x34 assorted colours
- 10 sheets/pad cm.35x50 assorted colours

art. 2156/A - 10 sheets/pad cm.35x50 - silver
art. 2156/O - 10 sheets/pad cm.35x50 - gold
art. 2156/R - 10 sheets/pad cm.35x50 - red
art. 2157 - 10 sheets/pad cm.50x70 (5 gold + 5 silver)
art. 10532 - 15 ADHESIVE sheets/pad cm.21x29,7
(5 blue + 5 red + 5 green)
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carta

METALLIZZATA
Metallized paper • Metallpapier • Papier métallisé

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 2155

8 004957 058567
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

TRANSPARENT
PAPER

Transparent paper made from pure cellulose gr.110.
Similar to tracing paper but more consistent and heavy.
Available in 5 different patterns.
1 sheet
cm.50 x 70

art. 07184
art. 07186
art. 07188
art. 07190
art. 07192

art. 07185
art. 07187
art. 07189
art. 07191
art. 07193

music
rainbow

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

10 sheets/set
cm.23 x 33

flowers
hearts
stars

GLASSINE
PAPER

Glassine paper is indicated to make home
kites, lamps, decorations exploiting the transparency of this material and the resulting
effect that is obtained by exposing to light.

21 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 2081
pad 14 sheets cm.24x34
assorted colors

TISSUE
PAPER

A lightweight semi-transparent paper to create
crafts that stand out when exposed to light.

20 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 706/24
Pad 24 sheets cm.24x34

art. 706/20
Pad 20 sheets cm.35x50
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HEAVY

CARDBOARD

Heavy cardboard double-sided “binding” type, essential for any
project of cardboard working and scrapbooking.

art. 08968
10 pcs/set - assorted colors: 2 pcs black/black, 2 pcs white/white,
2 pcs ivory/ivory, 2 pcs gold/silver, 2 pcs leather/leather

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

®

BLACK CARDBOARD
1,5 MM THICK
art. 08957 - cm.23x33
art. 08956 - cm.35x50
art. 08955 - cm.50x70
art. 08954 - cm.70x100

18

1,5
mm.

cm.70x100
NERO
10 Sheets black
10 Bogen Schwarz
10 Feuilles noir

®

cartone pesante

NERO

10
fogli

1,3
mm.

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Italy
99XXXXXXX

10 Sheets black
Heavy cardboard • Schwerem Karton • Carton 10
épais

CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

Bogen Schwarz
10 Feuilles noir

WHITE CARDBOARD
1,3 MM THICK
art. 08965 - cm.50x70
art. 08964 - cm.70x100

Art. 08954

cm.50X70
BIANCO
www.cwr.it

car tone pesant
e

BIANCO

Prodotto ad
uso didattico.
Made in Italy
99161219
99XXXXXXX

Art. 08965

Heavy cardboa
rd • Schwere
m Karton • Carton
épais
CWR srl
Via Figino 66
Pero
(MI) ITALIA

www.cwr.it

®

IVORY CARDBOARD
1,3 MM THICK
art. 08967 - cm.50x70
art. 08966 - cm.70x100

18

1,3

fogli

mm.

cm.50x70
COLOR AVORIO
Ivory
Elfenbein
Ivoire

cartone pesante

GOLD&SILVER
CARDBOARD
1,2 MM THICK
art. 08963 - cm.23x33
art. 08962 - cm.35x50
art. 08961 - cm.50x70
art. 08960 - cm.70x100

®
Prodotto ad uso didattico.

AVORIO

Heavy cardboard • Schwerem Karton • Carton épais

Made in Italy

Art. 08967

18
fogli

1,2
mm.

cm.70x100

ORO e ARGENTO

CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

www.cwr.it

Gold and silver
Gold und Silber
Or et d’argent

car tone pesant
e

ORO&ARGE

NTO

Heavy cardboa
rd • Schwere
m Karton • Carton
épais

Prodotto ad
uso didattico.
Made in Italy

Art. 08960

CWR srl
Via Figino 66

(MI) ITALIA

Pero

www.cwr.it

®

10

1,6

fogli

mm.

cm.50x70
CUOIO
Leather
Leder
Cuir

LEATHER CARDBOARD
1,6 MM THICK
art. 08959 - cm.50x70
art. 08958 - cm.70x100

cartone pesante

CUOIO

Heavy cardboard • Schwerem Karton • Carton épais

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 08959

CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

www.cwr.it

High thickness cardboard.

GREY CARDBOARD
art. 04369 - cm.50x70, thickness mm.1,5
art. 11226 - cm.71x101, thickness mm.1,5
art. 11230 - cm.25x35, thickness mm.1,8
art. 04370 - cm.50x70, thickness mm.1,8
art. 04371 - cm.71x101, thickness mm.1,8
art. 04372 - cm.50x70, thickness mm.2,2
art. 11227 - cm.71x101, thickness mm.2,2
art. 04373 - cm.50x70, thickness mm.2,8
art. 11228 - cm.71x101, thickness mm.2,8
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THICK AND HEAV

PERFECT FOR MAKING
3D WORKS AND BINDINGS!

CARDBOARD
Thick cardboards suitable for many uses. Make your
own albums, frames, displays, covers, backs, boxes
and containers! You can use any type of paint (markers, tempera, finger paints, pastels, acylics, chalks…)
or glue on these cardboards.

WHITE CARDBOARD
art. 06290
10 cardboard cm.25x35 - 380 grs/sqm

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

art. 06291
10 cardboard cm.35x50 - 380 grs/sqm

art. 06292
10 cardboard cm.50x70 - 380 grs/sqm

art. 06274
10 matt cardboard cm.50x70 - 220 grs/sqm
10 matt cardboard cm.50x70 - 400 grs/sqm

art. 9605

YW
AV

EIGHT

HE

art. 06275

10 bright/matt cardboard cm.70x100 - 300 grs/sqm

BLACK CARDBOARD
art. 06038
50 cardboard cm.4x11 - 200 grs/sqm

art. 06039
50 cardboard cm.8x11 - 200 grs/sqm

art. 06040
50 cardboard cm.10x15 - 200 grs/sqm

art. 06293
10 cardboard cm.25x35 - 200 grs/sqm

art. 06294
10 cardboard cm.50x70 - 200 grs/sqm

"BLACK & WHITE" CARDBOARD
ONE SIDE BLACK, ONE SIDE WHITE
art. 728

TRANSPARENT CARDBOARD
art. 729

cardboard cm.50x70 - 240 grs/sqm

cardboard cm.50x70 - 200 grs/sqm
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DOUBLE-SIDED

CARDBOARD
Great for school works, scrapbooking and cardboard working.
You can use any type of paint (markers, tempera, finger paints,
pastels, acylics, chalks…) or glue on these cardboards.

HAVANA COLOR CARDBOARD
(SMOOTH-ROUGH)
art. 10968

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

cm.50x70 - 500 grs/sqm

art. 10969
cm.70x100 - 500 grs/sqm

WHITE CARDBOARD
art. 10966
cm.50x70 - 500 grs/sqm

art. 10967
cm.70x100 - 500 grs/sqm

CARDBOARD STRIPES
Coloured cardboard stripes, ideal for creating original collages,
artworks and decorations, especially with the technique of Quilling.

160 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. 09119
200 stripes/set cm.1,5x50

art. 09120
200 stripes/set cm.2x50

art. 09121
200 stripes/set cm.4x50

art. 09122
200 stripes/set cm.10x50

art. 09377
Wooden stripes-holder
cm.55x17x7 h (stripes excluded)

CARDBOARD

WEAVING
Pre-cut cards in brilliant colors.
They can be used as a basis for the work of
weaving and interweaving of paper strips and
cardboard, kirigami and origami and many
other creative works.

art. 09299
10 sheets cm.35x50 - assorted colours
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QUILLING

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

BRISTOL PHOTO-MOUNTING BOARDS

The most traditional cardboard in bright
colors. Very versatile, easy to work with,
supports every type of adhesive and can be
decorated with any type of color.

200 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 715/10
10 sheets/set cm.25x35

art. 715/15
15 sheets/set cm.25x35

art. 716/15
15 sheets/set cm.35x50

art. 704/21
21 sheets/set cm.35x50

art. 705/21
21 sheets/set cm.50x70

art. 717/15
15 sheets/set cm.50x70

COLORS

CARDBOARD

®

10
fogli

cm.35x50 gr.400
colori assortiti

Robust and heavy, easy to trim cardboard. Supports all types of adhesives.

400 GRS/SQM
DOUBLE-SIDED CARDBOARD

400 GRS/SQM
10 SHEETS/SET CM.50x70

art. 05396

art. 05921

Gold/red

10 sheets/set cm.35x50
assorted colours

art. 05922

Silver/orange

art. 04925

art. 05923

Blue/green

10 sheets/set cm.50x70
assorted colours

art. 05924

Yellow/brown

art. 04926
10 sheets/set cm.50x70
assorted Christmas colors

art. 05925

Pink/light blue

10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

cartone didattico pesante

BICOLORE
Heavy cardstock bicolor • Schweren Karton bicolor • Carton bicolor lourde

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art.05396

8 004957 047547

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA
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"SPRING"

PHOTO MOUNTING
BOARD
ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

180 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 07143
set 14 sheets cm.50x70

JUNIOR

CARDBOARD
150 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 06266
80 sheets/set cm.21x29,7

art. 07666
40 sheets/set cm.23x33

art. 07667
20 sheets/set cm.35x50

RAINBOW
CARDBOARD
400 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 05433
set of 10 sheets cm.50x70
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FLUO
260 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS

260 GRS/SQM
10 SHEETS/SET CM.50x70

art. 06152

art. 737/2

Green

set of 10 sheets cm.25x35

art. 737/3

Purple

art. 2150/10

art. 737/4

Orange

art. 737/5

Yellow

set of 10 sheets cm.50x70

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

CARDBOARD

"CALIPSO"
CARDBOARD
180 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 07636
set 30 sheets cm.23x33

art. 07637
set 30 sheets cm.30x50

PASTEL

CARDBOARD
180 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 04190
set 14 sheets cm.25x35

art. 781
pad 21 sheets cm.35x50
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FANCY

PRINTED
CARDBOARD

®

10
fogli

cm.50x70 gr.400
soggetti assortiti
10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

400 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS AND PATTERNS
art. UR1282
set 10 sheets cm.50x70

FANTASIA
Fantasy paper • Fantasie Papier • Papier fantaisie

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. UR1282

8 004957 061529

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

HEARTS

PRINTED
CARDBOARD
On one side printed, one side solid color.

300 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS (ONE COLOUR BACK)
art. 05951
set 12 sheets cm.25x35

art. 05952
set 12 sheets cm.50x70

STRIPES & DOTS
PRINTED
CARDBOARD
Cardboards in stripes and dots printed on both sides.

300 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS
art. UR1520
set 10 sheets cm.23x33

art. 04841
set 10 sheets cm.50x70
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cartoncini
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JUNGLE

®

CARDBOARD

10
fogli

cm.50x70 gr.400
soggetti assortiti
10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

Reproduces the coat of various animals.
Front printed, back solid color.

art. UR1291

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

cartoncino

set 10 sheets cm.23x33

J U NG LE

art. 04262

CARDBOARD

Art. 04262

8 004957 058567

Jungle paper • Dschungel Papier • Papier jungle

set 10 sheets cm.50x70

STARRY

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

®

12

®

fogli

cm.23x33 gr.300
colori assortiti

12

12 Sheets assorted
12 Bogen sortiert
12 Feuilles assorties

fogli

cm.25x35 gr.30
0
colori assortiti

12 Sheets assorted
12 Bogen sortiert
12 Feuilles assorties

Reproduces the coat of various animals.
Front printed, back solid color.

300 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLOURS AND PATTERNS
art. 05947 - set 12 sheets cm.25x35 - (small stars)
art. 05948 - set 12 sheets cm.50x70 - (small stars)
art. 05949 - set 12 sheets cm.25x35 - (small and large stars)
art. 05950 - set 12 sheets cm.50x70 - (small and large stars)

ARTKRAFT
CARDBOARD

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

cartoncino

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

STELLE

Stars paper • Sterne Papier • Papier étoiles

Made in Extra UE

L’arte della pittura con
carta e colla!

Art. 05947

cartoncino

8 004957 058567

ST E L L AT O
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

Prodotto ad uso
didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 05949

Stars paper • Sterne
Papier • Papier étoiles

8 004957 059557
Distribuito da CWR
srl
Via Figino 66 Pero

(MI) ITALIA

®

10

®

fogli

cm.23x33 gr.300
colori assortiti
10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

400 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED PATTERNS

10
fogli

cm.35x50 gr.300
oro e argento

10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

Satin cardboard embellished with a metallic and pearl
effect, which increases the brightness and brilliance of the
colors. Usable on both sides.

300 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 07290
set 10 sheets cm.23x33

art. 07291

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

cartoncini

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

ARTKRAFTcartoncini
ARTKRAFT
Made in Extra UE

Art. 07290

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

8 004957 054330

Metallic satin paper • Metallic matt Papier • Papier satiné métallique

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

(MI) ITALIA

Metallic satin paper • Metallic matt Papier
• Papier satiné métallique

Art. 07291

8 004957 058567
Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

set 10 sheets cm.35x50
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SATIN

CARDBOARD

®

®

8
fogli

cm.25x35 gr.300
colori assortiti

10

(4 oro e 4 argento)

fogli

8 Sheets gold and silver
8 Bogen Gold und Silber
8 Feuilles or et argent

cm.50x70 gr.260
oro e argento
(5 oro e 5 argento)
10 Sheets gold and silver
10 Bogen Gold und Silber
10 Feuilles or et argent

Cardboard with a satin opaque effect, in gold and silver.
Very suitable for achieving three-dimensional objects.

art. 06308
set 8 satin sheets cm.25x35 - 300 grs/sqm
(4 gold and 4 silver)

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

art. 08202
set 16 sheets cm.25x17,5 - 260 grs/sqm
(8 gold and 8 silver)

art. 08203

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

cartoncino

SATI N ATO O PAC Ocartoncino
Art. 06308

8 004957 054330

Satin matte cardstock • Seidenmatt Karton • Carton mat satiné

The elegant "mother of pearl" effect makes this
cardboard an ideal material to make invitations, placecards, greeting cards, menus but also educational
crafts, scrapbooking etc. Usable on both sides.

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

SOLE LUNA

Made in Extra UE

Distribuito da CWR srl

Art. 08203

Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

8 004957 054330

Sun Moon cardstock • Sonne Mond Karton • Carton Soleil Lune

set 10 sheets cm.50x70 - 260 grs/sqm
(5 gold and 5 silver)

PEARLESCENT
CARDBOARD

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

®

®

10
fogli

cm.35x50 gr.300
bianco

10
fogli

cm.50x70 gr.300
oro e argento

10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

10 Sheets assorted
10 Bogen sortiert
10 Feuilles assorties

300 GRS/SQM
art. 07289
set 10 sheets cm.35x50 pearlescent white

art. 07292
set 10 sheets cm.50x70 pearlescent gold and silver

art. 07949

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

cartoncini

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

PERLESCENTIcartoncini
Art. 07289

Prodotto ad uso didattico.

PERLESCENTI

Made in Extra UE

8 004957 054330

Pearl cardboard • Carton perle • Perlfarbige pappe

Art. 07292

Distribuito da CWR srl

8 004957 054330

Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

Pearl cardboard • Carton perle • Perlfarbige pappe

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

set 10 sheets cm.50x70 pearlescent gold

METALIK HEAVY
CARDBOARD
Ideal for cardboard working, constructions,
binding, scrapbooking…

®

®

10
fogli

cm.50x70 gr.320
oro

10

10 Sheets gold
10 Bogen Gold
10 Feuilles or

fogli

cm.50x70 gr.320
argento
10 Sheets silver
10 Bogen Silber
10 Feuilles argent

320 GRS/SQM - GOLD
art. 08984 - 10 cardboard/set cm.23x33
art. 08983 - 10 cardboard/set cm.50x70
L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

320 GRS/SQM - SILVER
art. 08986 - 10 cardboard/set cm.23x33
art. 08985 - 10 cardboard/set cm.50x70
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cartone pesante

M ETA LI K
Heavy cardboard • Schwerem Karton • Carton épais

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

L’arte della pittura con carta e colla!

cartone pesante
Art. 08983

8 004957 054330

M ETA LI K

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 08985

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

Heavy cardboard • Schwerem Karton • Carton épais

8 004957 054330

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

MIRROR

SATIN

CARDBOAR

CARDBOARD

Glossy mirror cardboard. Easy to cut
and paste. White back. Reflects images
and gives light to every single craft.

340 GRS/SQM
GOLD COLORS
art. 08982
set 10 sheets cm.23x33

art. 08981

art. 724

set 10 sheets cm.50x70

cm.50x70 - 250 grs/sqm

BICOLORED

DECORATIONS SET

ALUMINIUM PLATE
You can cut it effortlessly like normal cardboard and can
be etched using embossing tools. Each plate has a gold
and silver side.

Large objects in pre-cut heavy cardboard (one
side gold and a silver side). Ideal to personalize
and decorate any room for parties.

®

6
fogli

cm.25x35 gr.450
oro e argento
6 Sheets gold and silver
6 Bogen Gold und Silber
6 Feuilles or et argent

lamina bicolore

ALLUMINIO

Bi-color aluminum • Zweifarbigen Aluminium • Bi-couleur aluminium

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

Heavy cardboard satin finish, opaque effect,
reminiscent of the color of old gold. 340 grs/sqm.

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Extra UE

Art. 06289

8 004957 054330

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

450 GRS/SQM
(1 GOLD SIDE - 1 SILVER SIDE)
art. 06289
set 6 aluminium foils cm.25x35

art. 725
aluminium foil cm.50x70

art. 09866
40 pcs/set - assorted shapes
in heavy cardboard 1,2 mm thick
1 side gold and 1 silver

www.cwr.it
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CARTON
BLOCK
Corrugated cardboard. One side is light
brown (havana color), the other is colored.

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

CM.50x70 THICKNESS MM.4
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.

10860 - 5 pcs/set - assorted colors
10861 - 5 pcs/set - red
10862 - 5 pcs/set - green
10863 - 5 pcs/set - blue
10864 - 5 pcs/set - yellow
10865 - 5 pcs/set - orange

CORRUGATE PLASTIC
The ideal material for Arts&Crafts and graphic
projects. Can be easily cut out. Great for indoor
and outdoor applications.

art. UR1215
set 10 sheets cm.50x70, thickness mm.2,2
assorted colors

art. 04972
set 10 sheets cm.70x100, thickness mm.3
white colors

SLATE
LAMINATE
Creates an instant writing surface.
Can be written on using chalks and
liquid chalks markers. Erasable.

art. 04974
foil cm.50x70, thickness mm.0,5

art. 09219
foil cm.70x100, thickness mm.0,5
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WRITABLE
LKS
WITH CHA
L
A
& CH K
MARKERS

POLITEX
(NON-WOVEN FABRIC)

art. 10134
POLITEX sheet cm.30x50
6 assorted colors

art. from 10143 to 10148
(see colour chart)
cm.150 h/roll - sold by the metre

art. 10143

White

art. 10144

Yellow

art. 10145

Green

art. 10146

Pink

art. 10147

Red

art. 10148

Blue

art. 10837
36 stars cm.6,5 / 10

art. 11336
12 stars cm.20

art. 11337

art. 10837

art. 11336

art. 11337

art. 11338

art. 11339

art. 11340

12 stars cm.23

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

High strength, soft texture and lightweight make non-woven
fabric great for DIY quilting crafts such as dolls, flowers,
puppets, Carnival dresses and decorations.

art. 11338
12 elves cm.18x23

art. 11339
12 hearts cm.14

art. 11340
12 stars cm.14
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JUTE

CANVAS

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

Its rough appearance,
makes natural jute canvas
perfect for creating greeting
cards, gift boxes, dolls, etc.

RAW JUTE
art. 12247

ASSORTED COLOURS JUTE
art. 05541

cm.23x33 patch - 6 pcs/set

cm.20x30 patch - 10 pcs/set

art. 2162

art. 2160

cm.120x200 patch

cm.35x50 patch - 10 pcs/set

art. 2161
cm.50x120 patch - 5 pcs/set

POMPONS
MAKER
Make fluffy pompons is super
easy by using this magical tool!

art. 08543
set 70 pompons discs ø cm.8
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1

2

3
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ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
This synthetic fabric is super flexible and soft. A perfect imitation of
leather! Can be cut with scissors and will not fray. Can be sewn by
hand or by machine. Perfect for making hair clips, ornaments, bags,
pouches and many other sewing crafting.

art. 11856

NO
S!
A
PHT LATE

set 6 patches cm.17,5x25 (cad.) assorted colors

art. from 11850 to 11855
art. 11850

Yellow

art. 11853

Red

art. 11851

Orange

art. 11854

Green

art. 11852

Pink

art. 11855

Blue

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

(see colour chart) patch cm.50x70

WOOLEN
CLOTH

This material is made of pressed wool fibers. In
addition to maintaining the same characteristics
of the felt, it appears even more soft and thin.
Widely used to make clothes for dolls, puppets
and many other items!

WOOLEN CLOTH PAD
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 1570 - 10 patches/pad cm.15x20
art. 1571 - 10 patches/pad cm.20x30

PATCH
cm.50 x 180

PATCH
cm.45 x 90

art. 1572/01

art. 1575/01

Red

art. 1572/02

art. 1575/02

Green

art. 1572/03

art. 1575/03

Yellow

art. 1572/04

art. 1575/04

Blue

art. 1572/05

art. 1575/05

Pink

art. 1572/06

art. 1575/06

Brown

art. 1572/07

art. 1575/07

White

art. 1572/08

art. 1575/08

Black

art. 1572/09

art. 1575/09

Orange

art. 1572/10

art. 1575/10

Light blue
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VELVET FLOCKED
CARDBOARD

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

Velvet cardboard has a soft touch and can
be used for art & craft making, jewelry box,
bags, ornaments, garments and costumes.
Ideal for collage works and scrapboking.

122

400 GRS/SQM
ASSORTED COLORS
art. 05216
set 10 sheets cm.50x70

400 GRS/SQM
10 SHEETS/SET CM.50x70
art. 06282

White

art. 06283

Yellow

art. 06284

Red

art. 06285

Green

art. 06286

Blue

art. 06287

Black

FELT
art. 08765
ADHESIVE felt cm.35x105 h - mm.2,2 thick
350 grs/sqm - RED

www.cwr.it

FELT
cm.105 H
sold by the metre

ROLL
cm.35 x 105 H

art. 08331

art. 08321

Black

art. 08332

art. 08322

Yellow

art. 08333

art. 08323

Red

art. 08335

art. 08325

Sand

art. 08336

art. 08326

White

art. 08337

art. 08327

Dark green

art. 08338

art. 08328

Light green

art. 08339

art. 08329

Blue

art. 08340

art. 08330

Turquoise

art. 11605

art. 11606

Grey

FELT SHAPES

Felt is made of pressed wool fibers. For its softness and strength it is
widely used to make ornaments, clothes and decorations.

art. 08663
6 pcs/set
assorted Christmas shapes

art. 10834
flower 8 pcs/set

art. 10835
art. 10836
star 8 pcs/set

art. 08663

art. 10835
art. 10834

art. 10836

art. 08664
heart cm.10x10 - 4 pcs/set

art. 08666

art. 08665

circle ø cm.16 - 4 pcs/set

art. 08665
heart ø cm.14 - 4 pcs/set

art. 08664

art. 08666

art. 08667

art. 08667
star ø cm.20 - 4 pcs/set

art. 08668
flower ø cm.20 - 4 pcs/set

art. 08669
star cm.23 - 2 pcs/set

art. 08670
elf cm.23 x 18 - 2 pcs/set

art. 08668

art. 08669

art. 08670

FELT SHAPES
WITH VELCRO

ARTS & CRAFT / PAPER AND CARDBOARD

star 8 pcs/set

art. 08784
10 pcs/set assorted Christmas shapes

art. 08719
14 pcs/set assorted animals shapes

art. 08784
art. 08719

www.cwr.it
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FROTTAGE
In frottage painting technique, the artist places a piece
of paper over an uneven surface then marks the paper
with a drawing tool (such as a pastel, chalk, charcoal
or pencil): thus creating a rubbing. The drawing can be
left as it is or used as a matrix, i.e. the basis for further
refinement. Acrylic tablets actually serve as a matrix to
make decorations with frottage technique.

art. 09857
Frottage set, contains: 12 tablets + 12 crayons

CORRUGATED
CARDBOARD SHAPES
Brightly colored corrugated cardboard shapes pre-cut for your convenience.
Great for collages, scrapbooking projects etc.

te

4
fogli

cm.23x33 gr.300
56 soggetti assortiti

cm.23x33 gr.300
48 soggetti assortiti

cm.23x33 gr.300
40 soggetti assortiti

4 Sheets assorted
4 Bogen sortiert
4 Feuilles assorties

4 Sheets assorted
4 Bogen sortiert
4 Feuilles assorties

4 Sheets assorted
4 Bogen sortiert
4 Feuilles assorties

cartoncino

SAGOMATO

56 assorted precut animal shapes

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Italy

Art. 05408

8 004957 054088

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero

cartoncino

SAGOMATO

48 assorted precut shapes

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Italy

Art. 05409

8 004957 054088

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

(MI) ITALIA
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 09856
Frottage matrix - 4 pcs/set - assorted

cartoncino

SAGOMATO

40 assorted precut Christmas shapes

Prodotto ad uso didattico.
Made in Italy

Art. 05003

8 004957 054088

Distribuito da CWR srl
Via Figino 66 Pero
(MI) ITALIA

art. 05408

art. 05409

art. 05003

set 4 sheets cm.23x33
56 assorted animals

set 4 sheets cm.23x33
48 assorted shapes

set 4 sheets cm.23x33
40 assorted Christmas shapes

www.cwr.it

DIY MASKS SET

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Everything you need to create beautiful masks
of various animals! Instructions are included.

art. 05494
Contains: 8 cardboard masks,
2 patterns, 6 coloured cardboards,
2 mt elastic string

DIY PUPPETS SET
This set contains everything you need to create puppets.
Instructions are included.

art. 05497
The set contains: 6 basic felt shapes, instructions, colored
feltfor the details (nose, snout, etc.), wiggle-eyes eyes and
patterns to make various animal shapes.

www.cwr.it
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PEG DOLL
BODIES
art. 09744
peg dolls set - includes 12 plastic bodies

art. 09745
Ethnic peg dolls set - includes 20 plastic bodies
ø cm.4x10,5 h in different “skin” colours
(3 Europe, 3 Asia, 3 Latin America, 3 Africa)

art. 09745

PLASTIC
CONES
Great support to make crafts by using
felt, wiggle-eyes, paints, raffia etc.

art. 2390/20
20 pcs/polybag - size: ø cm.6 x 15 h

HALLOWEN
GHOSTS

Made of a special plastic
material which allows you to
decorate them with any type
of color, material or adhesive.
Have fun decorating the ghosts with acrylic paints, markers,
wiggle-eyes, fake hair, etc.

art. 07151
4 pcs/box - dimensions: cm.7x8 h
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art. 09744
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cm.8

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

You can decorate these plastic bodies
with acrylic colors, felt, cloth, glitters,
wiggle-eyes, etc., to DIY your own unique body-themed craft. Excellent for
Kids Craft projects!
Dimensions: base ø cm.4x10,5 h

CARDBOARD
BASKETS

FOLD
&
GLUE

Colorful cardboard baskets to be assembled.
Just fold and glue them!

SET 24 BASKETS CM.20 DIAMETER

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 05518 - assorted colours
art. 05735
set 12 plastic eggs + 1 cardboard basket

CARDBOARD
SHOW CASE
Ideal for displaying your collections!
Decorate the show case by using acrylic
paints, glitters, small flowers… easy to
assemble without using any glue.
Includes a clear plastic sheet to protect
your collections from dust.

art. 07602
show case cm.21x21
instructions included

CARDBOARD

BOXES

This box perfectly supports adhesives and
all paints: oil, watercolours, acrylics...
Just draw on the box and decorate it!

art. 07103

Decorate the box by using all types
of paints, glitters etc.

white box cm.15x15x4 h
with lid
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CORK
ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Cork is a great surface for any type of decoration!
Easy to decorate with acrylic paints, guache, dècoupage with paper towels, engravers...
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art. 1151
Cork set - contains: 10 placemats cm.25x 36,
10 coasters, 1 stencil

art. 04890

art. 04891

art. 04892

art. 04889

star ø cm.20 mm.6 thick

flower ø cm.20 mm.6 thick

heart ø cm.18 mm.6 thick

double star ø cm.20
mm.4 thick

art. 04894

art. 1155

art. 04888

art. 04893

oval cm.14x20
mm.6 thick

circle ø cm.29,5 mm.4 thick

circle ø cm.16 mm.6 thick

art. 04887

art. 1154

double heart ø cm.14
mm.6 thick

circle ø cm.20 mm.6 thick

circle ø cm.9 mm.4 thick

CORK & CARDBOARD
SHAPES

art. 08053

art. 08054

art. 08055

art. 08056

cork sheet cm.25x25 +
star in corrugated cardboard

cork sheet cm.20x30 +
elf in corrugated cardboard

cork sheet cm.20x30 +
leaf in corrugated cardboard

cork sheet cm.20x30 +
horse in corrugated cardboard
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art. 08089

art. 08090

art. 08091

art. 08092

leaf cm.23

elf cm.23

tree cm.20

horse cm.17

CORK
SHAPES
Assorted cork shapes that
can be decorated to personalize any type of object,
drawing, note... Shapes are
pre-cut for your convenience.

art. 08029
Set 2 sheets cm.16x25 animals and flowers

cm.7,5

dimensions: cm.6x8

art. 06761

art. 06762

art. 06763

16 pcs/polybag
assorted shapes

10 pcs/polybag
assorted Christmas shapes

60 pcs/polybag
assorted spring shapes

art. 07109

art. 07110

art. 06760

40 pcs/polybag
assorted shapes

22 pcs/polybag
assorted shapes

14 pcs/polybag - assorted
animals shapes + 20
adhesive movable eyes
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

WOODEN & CORK TRIVETS
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PLASTIC
EGGS

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Plastic eggs have a porous surface that supports any type of color or adhesive, and
grant the same results achievable on a true egg! There are many techniques for decorating eggs: batik, stencils, decoupage, stamping, marbling, Prague eggs... To achieve amazing results we suggest to embellish the eggs with rice paper, tissue paper,
napkins, or by using Deco effects, modeling or relief pastes, glitters, Window Color...
and whatever else your imagination suggests.

art. 05245

20 pcs/tray - white cm.6,5 h

6 pcs/box - white cm.6,5 h

art. 05246

art. 07256

art. 05345

50 pcs/polybag - white cm.6,5 h

24 pcs/polybag - cm.6,5 h
gold and silver

50 pcs/polybag - cm.6,5 h
assorted colours

art. 06590
50 pcs/polybag - cm.6,5 h
natural colour

art. 03919
base for painting eggs and spheres
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art. 05214
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art. 05734
wire clips for hanging
spheres and eggs
100 pcs/set

art. 05248
wire clips for hanging
spheres and eggs
100 pcs/set

art. 05247
The set includes:
12 white plastic eggs, 1 egg base, 12 sticks, 12 hooks for eggs, clay kg.1, instructions

DUCKS SET

R
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

EGGS DECORATION SET

art. 08922
set of 12 plastic eggs + accessories for decorating
and craft cute ducks (base, faces, legs and wings
in cardboard + bi-adhesive tape)
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SNOW PASTE

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Creates realistic snow effects! Readyto-use and easy to apply on any hard
surface such as wood, walls, paper,
metal, glass, polystyrene…
Water-based. Can be painted by
mixing it with acrylics or when dry.
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art. 06104

- ml 250/pot

art. 06767

- ml 150/pot

art. 10958

- ml 350/pot

ICE FLAKES
A must-have decoration for
Christmas!
Ready-to-use and
easy to apply on any hard surface
such as wood, walls, paper, metal,
glass, polystyrene…

SNOWFLAKES
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STYROFOAM

SHAPES
MADE IN ITALY

art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.

816/40 - ball ø cm.4
816/50 - ball ø cm.5
816/60 - ball ø cm.6
816/70 - ball ø cm.7
816/90 - ball ø cm.9
816/120 - ball ø cm.12
816/140 - ball ø cm.14

art. 815/12
egg ø cm.8,5x12 h

art. 815/13
egg ø cm.5,5x8 h

art. 10463

art. 07880

angel cm.13 h

cone cm.9x20 h
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

The ideal base for a whole range of craft
activities including needle felting, decoupage and sequin art.
Can be painted with acrylics, covered in
glitters or sequins, decopatched…
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CLEAR FILLABLE
SHAPES

Made of transparent plastic, ideal for making decorations and ornaments.
May be opened and filled with small objects and materials.
In addition they can be painted with acrylic or glass paints, or decorated with
glitters, gilding ribbons or embellishments. Once they have been decorated,
you can easily hang them on Christmas tree, walls, doors etc.

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

MADE IN ITALY
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art. 04195
egg cm.6 h

art. 04196
art. 880/60 - ø cm. 6
art. 880/80 - ø cm. 8
art. 07280 - ø cm.10
art. 880/120 - ø cm.12
art. 05638 - ø cm.16
art. 09958 - ø cm.14

egg cm.10 h

art. 05806

art. 881/60

sphere ø cm.8 polybag

heart cm.6 h

art. 06055
sphere ø cm.8 - 6 pcs/polybag
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art. 881/80
heart cm.8 h

CLEAR ACRYLIC
DISCS

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Clear acrylic disc is a less fragile alternative to glass that can be glued over paper
artwork, achieve stained glass effects, rubber stamped, glittered, painted with
glass or acrylic paints etc. Great for small handmade Christmas ornaments.
Disc can also be positioned inside fillable spheres.

ACRYLIC DISC
WITH HANGING HOLE
art. 12017 - ø cm.6
art. 12010 - ø cm.8
art. 12011 - ø cm.10
art. 12012 - ø cm.12
art. 12018 - ø cm.14
art. 12019 - ø cm.16

CLEAR SHAPES WITH SEPARATOR
Equipped with clear disc that can be decorated with acrylic, glass or Window Colors,
embellished with stickers or objects in relief, glitter, sequins ...

Separator disc included!
art. 05251 - sphere ø cm.8
art. 07587 - sphere ø cm.10
art. 05252 - sphere ø cm.12
art. 07716 - sphere ø cm.16
art. 07710 - egg cm.6 h
art. 05166 - egg cm.10 h

"NEST"
SPHERE
art. 05173
set 8 pcs
ø cm.12 - with hole
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

ACRYLIC
GLASS

136

These plastic glasses have same features of glass (gloss
and transparency) with the advantage of being unbreakable.
Available in smooth and frosted effect (frosted).
You can achieve stained glass effects by painting this glass
with glass or acrylic paints, Window Colors, etc. Glass can be
rubber stamped, glittered, etc. Great for small handmade
Christmas ornaments!

PLASTIC GLASS FROSTED EFFECT
WITH METAL HOOK
art. 1631/1 - cm.15x20
art. 1631/2 - cm.20x32

SMOOTH PLASTIC GLASS
WITH METAL HOOK
art. 1636/1 - cm.10x15
art. 1636/2 - cm.15x20
art. 1636/3 - cm.23x32

art. 1631/4

SMOOTH PLASTIC GLASS WITH METAL HOOK

The set includes 1 oval (cm.14x20)
+ 1 round (cm.14 diameter)
plastic glass “frosted effect” + 2 metal hooks

art. 03969 - round ø cm.14
art. 03970 - oval cm.14x20
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ACRYLIC

MIRROR

ORNAMENTS

art. 06652
30 pcs/polybag
3 assorted shapes

art. 08671
52 pcs/polybag
4 assorted shapes

STAR

ROUND

art. 11331 - cm.6 - 4 pcs/set
art. 11332 - cm.8 - 4 pcs/set
art. 11333 - cm.9,5 - 4 pcs/set

art.
art.
art.
art.

HEART

SQUARE

art. 11334 - cm.7 - 4 pcs/set
art. 11335 - cm.10 - 4 pcs/set

art. 09400 - cm.1,5x1,5 - 30 pcs/set
art. 08674 - cm.3,8x3,8 - 30 pcs/set

08672 - ø cm.1,5 - 30 pcs/set
08673 - ø cm.2,5 - 30 pcs/set
09412 - ø cm.8 - 6 pcs/set
09413 - ø cm.10 - 6 pcs/set

BIG ACRYLIC MIRROR
art. 05474

art. 05475

art. 05476

art. 05477

art. 05478

round ø cm.15

square cm.16x16

oval cm.10x20

star cm.19x19

flower cm.19x19
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

These stunning acrylic mirror decorations are great for making handmade
gifts and decorations. They can be used as Christmas tree decoration,
mosaics, or to embellish every object. Easy to cut and paste.
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COPPER
FOIL

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Copper-effect foil is the traditional thin sheet metal for tooling, embossing & fine craft. The
soft metal of foils takes detailed
impressions from tools, easily
cuts with scissors & can be drawn
on, embossed or stamped to create raised designs.

MADE IN ITALY

COPPER-EFFECT FOIL
12 PCS/SET
art. 113/1 - cm.10x15
art. 113/2 - cm.15x20
art. 113/3 - cm.15x30
art. 113/4 - cm.20x30
art. 113/5 - cm.30x30
art. 113/7 - cm.30x40

EMBOSSING

TOOLS
art. 111/...
embossing tool cm.18,5

art. 111/1
set 10 embossing tools cm.18,5
assorted models
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111/01

111/02

111/03

Chisels for embossing cm.18,5
Double ended, two tips for multiple use.

03643

art. 03643 - cm.18,5
art. 03644 - cm.18,5
art. 03645 - cm.18,5

03644
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03645

111/04

111/05

111/06

111/07

111/08

111/09

111/10

111/11

111/12

art. 05611
felt worktop cm.16x23
+ embossing tool.
The worktop prevents
surfaces from being
damaged or cut

art. 09869

The set contains:
4 embossing tools, 12 copper foils cm.10x15,
1 felt mat cm.10 x 15, instructions

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 115

The set contains:
1 felt worktop,
2 embossing tools,
12 aluminum/copper
foils cm.10x15

art. 1583
Set of 12 awls cm.9 with plastic handle and wire tip.
Ideal for engraving, Metalgraf technique etc.

art. 06219

art. 09886
awls holder (holds 18 pcs)
wooden base cm.21x10x2,5 h

Awl with abs handle tip ø 1 mm hardened steel
length cm.14,5

WORKTOP

HIGH DENSITY
FELT

art. 1582/1
cm.10x15

HIGH THICKNESS FELT

art. 1582/2

art. 10634

cm.15x20

cm.16x20x1 - 5 pcs/set

art. 1585

art. 1582/3

art. 10635

Worktop cm.16x23 made of high density felt. Awl included.

cm.20x30

cm.24x33x1
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ACRYLIC MOSAIC TILES – STONE EFFECT
Tiles measure 15x15x3,6 mm
Easy to use - Cut using wheeled nippers. Also suitable for
children and less experienced mosaicists because tiles are
made of acrylic material, lightweight, no sharp splinters.

art. 11857/...

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Set 50 acrylic tiles (one colour)
15x15x3,6 mm
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art. 11857/01 -

Titanium white

art. 11857/11 -

Mars yellow

art. 11857/02 -

Cream

art. 11857/12 -

Sauge green

art. 11857/03 -

Dove-grey

art. 11857/13 -

Light green

art. 11857/04 -

Flesh

art. 11857/14 -

Dark green

art. 11857/05 -

Red

art. 11857/15 -

Prussian blue

art. 11857/06 -

Red oxide

art. 11857/16 -

Mary blue

art. 11857/07 -

Burnt Sienna

art. 11857/17 -

Light blue

art. 11857/08 -

Sienna

art. 11857/18 -

Grey

art. 11857/09 -

Yellow ochre

art. 11857/19 -

Smoky grey

15x15 MM
art. 11857/10 -
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Orange

art. 11857/20 -

Black

Thanks to these colorful plastic tiles children can make wonderful
mosaics!Great for developing creativity and hand-eye coordination.

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

cm.22

PLASTOMOSAIC

art. 11942
400 tiles assorted colors cm.1,5x1,5
+ plastic tray cm.22x22

EASY MOSAIC
TILES
Two versions of mosaic tiles for kids: one made
of soft EVA foam, one made of cardboard.

art. 05855

art. 06829

Eva foam tiles 490 pcs/polybag (10 sheets) cm.1x1 tiles
assorted colors

Cardboard tiles cm.1x1
1000 pcs/polybag - assorted colors
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TAHITI ACRYLIC
BEADS
ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Acrylic beads in 2 different sizes and 16 bright colors! Great for jewelry making,
craft DIY projects and decorations but also for threading and sorting exercises.

Ø 12 MM

Ø 16

art. 11840
400 pcs/set (+/-) ø 12mm
assorted colors + plastic tray
cm.29x19 + colored string

art. 11841
140 pcs/set (+/-) ø 16mm
assorted colors + plastic tray
cm.29x19 + colored string

art. 11836
400 pcs/case (+/-) ø 12mm
assorted colors + colored string

art. 11837
140 pcs/case (+/-) ø 16mm
assorted colors + colored string

art. 11838
180 pcs/set (+/-) ø 12mm
assorted colors + plastic tray ø cm.20
+ colored string

art. 11839
72 pcs/set (+/-) ø 16mm
assorted colors + plastic tray ø cm.20
+ colored string

art. 11842
school pack 2100 pcs (+/-)
ø 12 mm – assorted colors
+ tray cm.55x30

art. 11843
school pack 966 pcs (+/-)
ø 16mm – assorted colors
+ tray cm.55x30
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MM
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TRANSPARENT ACRYLIC BEADS

art. 12047

art. 945

set 200 beads +
plastic tray ø 20 cm.

beads case
clips and strings included

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Bright transparent color acrylic beads, ideal for handmade ornaments, jewelry
and DIY projects. Assorted in various shapes, they can also be used for sorting
and color/shape discrimination exercises.

TRAYS
art. 10560
tray cm.24x33

art. 10142
tray cm.28x36

art. 10561
tray cm.33x45

0

.3

cm

art. 09404
tray cm.30x55x5 h
with 21 places cm.6,5x8

art. 09405

cm.4

5

tray cm.30x55x5 h
with 45 places cm.4,5x5

.31

m
øc

art. 09692
tray ø cm.31 (12 places)

art. 08100
set 4 trays ø cm.16

art. 09693
tray ø cm.31 (12 places)
with transparent lid

art. 190
sun tray ø cm.20 (9 places)
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NATURAL MODELING CLAY

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

100% natural, grey color. Highly malleable. If dried naturally, it maintains its grey color.
If fired in a ceramic furnace at 980 °C, it turns red-brick (the typical color of bricks)

art. 272

RED WHEN FIRED

1 kg/bag

art. 272/25

MADE IN ITALY

25 kgs/brick

NATURAL MODELING
CERAMIC
White ceramic, 100% natural, light grey. You can let it dry in the air, or fire it in special oven
at a temperature of 1020° C. If fired, you will get opaque white objects to be painted with
acrylics or ceramics colours.

art. 275
1 kg/bag

art. 275/25
25 kgs/brick

ROLLING PINS
art. 11894
3 in 1 rolling pin ø 32x2,5 cm.
3 spacers for various dough
thicknesses (1,7 – 2,5 and 3,5 mm)

art. 12069
rolling pin ø 20x2,5 cm
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MODELING TOOLS

art. 254/10

art. 255/BL

art. 252

plastic tools cm.18
for modelling
and sculpting.
10 pcs/pot
assorted tips

2 wire tools
with double tip
+ 3 plastic tools

plastic tools
5 pcs/set
assorted tips

art. 03804

art. 255/24

art. 256/35

Professional
double tipped
wire tools cm.20
for modelling
and sculpting.
24 pcs/pot

wire tools cm.20
for modelling
and sculpting.
24 pcs/pot

plastic tools cm.18
for modelling
and sculpting.
35 pcs/pot
assorted tips

CERAMIC POWDER

NO FIRING NEEDED!

Ceramic powder is a product for casting cold. Very resistant,
dries quickly and has a homogeneous mixture for smooth
and compact surfaces. Easy to use, ideal for kids.

RILIEF
DS
MOUL E!!
ABL
AVAIL

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Modelling tools
specifically designed for artists
and sculptors.

TERRACOTTA/RED CERAMIC POWDER
WHITE CERAMIC POWDER
art. 05695 - Kg 1/box
art. 05696 - Kgs 5/box
art. 2073/18 - kgs 18/box

art. 05697 - Kg 1/box
art. 05698 - Kgs 5/box
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PAINTING

PALETTES
ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Top quality products in durable,
easy to clean acrylic material.
A wide range of palettes and
trays for all painting needs.
Best-selling products!

MADE IN ITALY

art. 184 - oval cm.17x24 (7 places)
art. 185 - oval cm.22x30 (9 places)
art. 186 - oval cm.27x36 (11 places)

art.
art.
art.
art.

art. 169

art. 04956

rectangular cm.32x42 (18 places)

cm.25x35 (20 places)

art. 05329
cm.25x35 (20 places)
with colour-saver lid

art. 09692 - ø cm.31 (12 places)
art. 09693 - ø cm.31 (12 places)
with transparent lid - glass excluded
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165 - rectangular cm.17x25 (9 places)
166 - rectangular cm.19x28 (9 places)
167 - rectangular cm.22x30 (9 places)
168 - rectangular cm.25x35 (12 places)
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art. 08988
cm.14x33 (11 places)

PAINTING

ø

cm

.5

TRAY

,7

cm.21x21 (16 places)

MURALES PALETTE

POKER PALETTE

Ideal for those who use large amounts of color, such as painters of murals, children exc. Easy and comfortable grip.

Large compartments to accommodate huge quantities of paint.

art. 164

art. 203

cm.16,5x24,5
with 7 places ø cm.7 each

cm.15x43 - 4 places
ø cm.9 each and brush holder

“STUDIO” BASIN
Maxi basin equipped with multiple compartments; ideal for storing large amounts of
color, jars etc. Particularly suitable for nursery
and primary schools. Made of durable, easy
to clean plastic material.

art. 171

MAXI
SIZE

cm.28x28x4 h
in a single lithographed box

PAINTING

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 08987

TRAYS
art. 183

art. 190

cm.18x18

ø cm.20
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

cm.31,5

art. 196

art. 08102

art. 1286/B

maxi painting tray/dish ø cm.31,5

Coloured plastic dishes ø cm.22
4 pcs/set - assorted colors

Painting dish ø cm.22 - white
10 pcs/set

art. 1171/1

art. 08101

art. 08033

ml.330 jar with lid
ø cm.8,5x9,5 h

coloured plastic bowls - 12 pcs/set
assorted colours

set 4 coloured plastic glasses ml.250
impact-resistant acrylic material

art. 06051
Color saver palette cm.16x23
+ 12 removable jars with airtight lids
that save colours from drying

art. 06098
Colorbox container
6 airtight compartments that
prevent paints from drying.
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PLASTIC TRAYS & BOWLS

The set include 1 brush-holder
and 5 bowls
ø cm.3,5 - 4,2 - 5,2 - 6,2 - 7,5

art. 177

art. 172/5

Stackable bowls ø cm.6 - 10 pcs/set

5 bowls/set (glass excluded)

art. 174

art. 08100

art. 07536

stackable painting tray with lid
ø cm.9 - 6 pcs/set

4 pcs/set - ø cm.16

Stackable painting tray
cm.11x9x2 h - 6 pcs/set

art. 178

art. 173/3 - Set of 3 painting bowls (diameter mm.60, 67, 75) with lid
art. 173 - Set of 5 painting bowls (diameter mm.33, 40, 44, 50, 55) with lid

Anti spill bowl ø cm.9x4 h
inner diameter cm.4,5

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 172

art. 179
Stackable painting bowl
ø cm.9x4h - 12 pcs/set
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MAXI TRAYS
FOR BRAYERS
Maxi trays for linocut work and painting with
rollers/brayers. The inclined surface allows
to spread the colors evenly. The tray collects
excess color. Made of durable, easy to clean
plastic material.

cm.30x45

art. 04670

art. 04669

cm.22x32

cm.22x32

PAINTING TRAYS
Placed on the workbench, these interiors allow you to assign a place to the tools used to paint and
have everything at hand avoiding an overthrow of colors or water. Made of durable, easy to clean
plastic material.

cm.18,5

cm.65

art. BA12/1
cm.18,5x65x5 h
cm.65

cm.46

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 04671

art. BA12/2
cm.46x65x5 h
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MAXI
SIZE

art. 1171/K

art. 04158

Plastic glass ml.330 - ø cm.8,5x10,5 h
12 pcs/set

Painting palette with brush holder
and tray - size: cm.13x25x3 h

art. 09883

art. 09884

art. 1304

wooden brush holder (18 places)
cm.21x10x2,5 h

wooden brush holder
cm.21 x 10 x 2,5 h (10 places)
+ 1 plastic glass ml.330 with lid

Brush holder transparent glass
dimensions: ø cm.8x8 h

BRUSH HOLDER WITH DIVIDERS
Brush holder with removable
dividers. Made of durable,
easy to clean plastic material.

art. 05499

art. 05473

Brush holder glass with dividers
dimensions: ø cm.10,5x11 h
in lithographed box

Set of 2 brush holder glasses with
removable dividers + painting tray.
Glass size: ø cm.10,5x11 h
in lithographed box
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

BRUSH HOLDERS & BRUSH WASHERS
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RUBBER
SPATULAS

ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

Paint scrapers, combs and spatulas made
of flexible rubber. Allow to create a variety of
effects and textures. Very flexible and easy to
handle even for the smallest details that require
great precision. Ideal for large areas. Washable
and reusable.

Triangular spatula cm.10x10x10
All sides are usable.

art. 04333
Spatula cm.8x12
All sides are usable.

art. 06650
4 pcs/set - assorted shapes
All sides are usable.

art. 06649
Spatula cm.8x12
All sides are usable.

ACRYLIC
SPATULAS
Flexible shapes are molded from hard-wearing, acrylic material and resistant to corrosion and rusting. Suitable for oil painting,
acrylic painting, spreading paint, paste
and glue, and also for light scraping.

“UNI” SPATULA

art. 06646
cm.8x11 Solvent-resistant material
Ideal for inks, chalks, ceramics,
plaster.
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art. 04332
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art. 06765
4 pcs/set - assorted shapes:
2 smoothing + 2 notched

RUBBER SPATULAS

art. 06824
Flexible rubber cm.8 lenght - 6 pcs/
set assorted in the following widht:
mm.10, 13, 15, 20, 25, 30

PAINTING
SPATULAS/
COMBS

art. 06654
Made of soft EVA foam 4 pcs/set
assorted shapes. Ideal for inks,
chalks, ceramics, plaster.

SPONGE STAMPS
cm.12

A quick and easy way to make nice decorations by stamping
on all surfaces with tempera paint, acrylic, etc.

art. 09952
5 pcs/polybag
assorted Christmas shapes

cm.13

.9
cm

cm

.9

5 pcs/polybag
assorted Christmas shapes

art. 09953
6 pcs/polybag
assorted animal shapes

SPONGE
STAMPS

art. 09955

art. 09954

9 pcs/polybag
assorted shapes

6 pcs/polybag
assorted animal shapes

art. 09956
9 pcs/polybag
assorted shapes

Apple: cm.7,5

Funny sponge stamps with a
practical handle made of soft
EVA foam.

art. 05437

art. 05438

art. 05439

14 pcs/polybag
assorted animals shapes

16 pcs/polybag
assorted shapes

10 pcs/polybag
assorted Christmas shapes
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ARTS & CRAFT / MATERIALS TO DECORATE

art. 09951
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